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CHAPTER XXVIII.
derstood by our friends, but it was easy to see were. groveling in the dirt and calling for
RESCUE OF BEATRICE.
that theywere begging them to save themmercy.
THE scene beheld by those on board the air- from the flames.
It was patent to them that their only escape
ship was thrilling and one never to be forgot- Frank Reade, Jr., sprang forward and struck lay in throwing themst:lves upon the mercy of
ten.
up Montgomery's rifle bar_rel.
those aboard the air-ship.
In a clear space in the jungle and close to the_ "Desist!" he cried. "You must not take life With their native cunning and hypocrisy,
mountain wall, were half a dozen horsemen. . needlesaly. They are beaten."
they hoped to work upon the sympathies of the
They were clearly of the Thug tribe, and they "But it is subserving justice to kill them aerial travelers.
bad been driven there by the fire set by the all," cried the young Englishman; "they are But Frank Reade, Jr., was not so foolish
Braho-iins.
murderers of the worst type."
to yield to any mistaken impulse of
They ,were literally hemmed in by the roaring "Yet it is not fair to shoot a foe who has sur- ity.
flames.
rendered," said Frank, firmly; "their fate will Down settled the air-ship until w
Every moment the fire was drawing nearer, soon be determined by the flames."
· safe a distance as possible of the fire line beand must very soon engulf them in it:> awful "That is right!" cried Sir Archie. "Don't neath. Then Fran)>: went to the rail.
embrace. It was a horrible thing to contem- fire on the wretches."
He held in his hands a long, fire-proof rope of
plate, an awful death to snffer.
Montgomery lowered ·his rifle.
·pliable steel. It was a very small . but very
But what brought the loud cry of horror from "But something must be done to save Bea- strong line, and capable of sustaining great
the ~ir-sbiJ?'s · crew was a st~rtling fact.
trice!" he m;ied. "She must not be left to die pressure.
·The three Englishmen had with one accord in the flames also."
Making a trumpet of hi$;- hands, Frank
recognize<i one of the Thugs. By his side, upon "Steady!" cried Frank. "Don't get excited. shouted:
a milk-white horse, was a young girl, whose She shall be saved, if such a thing is possible.'' "Beatrice, do you hear me 1"
beautiful features looked white as marble in Then hi turned to Barney.
The girl's face turned upward.
the light of the flames.
' "Let the air-ship descend!" he cried, "but "I do," she replied.
,
It was Beatrice Swelton, and her companion look out for the flames.~
"I am going to save you provided you will
was the Thug, Nigra.
1
There was need of this, for the flames and follow my directions very carefully.''
They were hemmed in by the flames, and it ~moke· mounted high in the air, and had they "I will do so:•
•
seemed a certainty that their fate was forever come in contact with the air-ship much harm "I shall lower this line. You must fasten it
seal'ed.
might have resulted.
under1your arms very securely. · Then we will
Lord Swelton, as he recognized hts beloved Barney obeyed orders.
pull you ab?ard the air-ship. Hav:e you the
daughter,' was beside himself with horror anp Down sank the air-ship until it was right courage to do this 1"
anxiety. Frantically he rushed up and down over the spot where Beatrice and her captors "I have."
the air-ship's deck.
were.
, '
"Very well. Be sure to fasten the _rope very
"Beatrice, my dear child," he cried, wtldly, The :fire was now raging madly in the jungle securely."
"thank God you are alive, )Jut heavens, what and rapidly drawing the line of death nearer. "All right, sir.''
peril is yours! We ·must save her, friends! Great clouds of smoke at times hid the young Frank lowered the line quickly. Down it
Shoot the villains by her side! I adjure you, girl from view.
went, and a coil of it fell upon the pommel of
in. the name of God, to give aid to an affiicted "Oh, God, spare my child!" wailed the dis- the saddle in which the girl sat.
father."
tracted father.
Beatrice proved herself a girl of nerve. With
"She shall be saved!" cried young Montgom-· Beatrice, who had seen the air-ship, was mak- a quick movement she passed the line un!ler
ery, as he seized his rifle and pulled the trigger. ing frantic signals to those on board. The her arms and fastened it.
Crack!
brave girl seemed as calm and self-possessed as "Are you ready1" asked Frank.
The weapon exploded, and one of the Thugs though not facing death.
"I am.''
fell. Then it was that they saw tb'e air-ship Her expression had been one of utter amaze- At this moment Nigra chanced to raise his
above them.
ment at first, viewing the air-ship.
eyes and see the move. In a moment he was
The effect upon the wretches was most re- But when she recognized her dear friends at upon his feet.
markable. Instead of an aggressive s't and, the rail, she ~t once comprehended that the Like a panther he sprang forward with a
· they instantly dropped from their horses and monster apparition high in air was some new sharp knife in his hand.
fell upon their kaee;s. '
invention of an enterprising American. While Fury and passion of. the most awful kind
With loud and frantic supplications they she viewed the air-ship with admir.a t!on she marred the fellow's feat'tres. It was certain ·
waved their arms wildly.
was not slow to understand its principle.
that moment might have been Beatrice's last
Of course not a word spoken by them was un. The Thugs with the cowardly Nigra foremost but for an intervention.
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Dick Montgomery had stood at the rail all The hot Indian sun beat down upon the "You are right," agreed' Lord Swelton.
this while with the rifle in his hands.
country with fearful intensity. The air-ship's "Who would fancy a people of such intelligent
He bad been itching to give the villain a deck, however, was a cool and comfortable sort in this out of the way corner of this
ehot and this was his chance.
place.
mighty world?"
It was to save Beatrice's life, and quick as a Awnings were so arranged as to shut off the "It looks like a fabled ctty of the East," said
flash he threw the rifle to his shoulder.
· rays of the sun,;and beneath these the voyagers Beatrice. "Babylon in its glory may once
Crack!
lounged.
have looked like that."
1
The bullet went true to the roark. Straight A happier party was never seen, and there "What do you think of it, Mr. Reade?" cried
to the murderous Nigra's heart it went. The was good reason for this.
Montgomery. "Are these people distinctly of
villain threw up hi arms and fell.
Lord Swelton was made happy in the know!- the Hindoo race?"
It was fitting that he should end his ca:eer edge of the restoration of his daughter. · Bea- "I should say that they were," replied
in this summary manner. In that moment In- trice, of course, was overjoyed at her escape Frank, quietly.
dia was rid of one of its vilest monsters.
from a horrible -position, and everybody else "But I always supposed that the Hindoos ·
The other Thugs did not desist in their grov- was pleased that affairs bad turnect. out so for- built their houses of bamboo, and that they
eling. With quick and ready hands the air- tunately.
never essayed a house of stone."
·
ship's crew pulled Beatrice aboard.
It seemed a rare treat, indeed, to enjoy this "That is a wrong impression," replied
Over the rail she came safe and sound and wonderful voyage through t.b e air over tropical Frank. "The Hindoos' are by no means a bewas in her father's arms.
India.
nighted people, save, perhaps, in the matter of
What a meeting that was. We will draw a There was much of interest to be seen in the religion. Even then they have many beautiful
veil over it for sufficient reasons and pass on to country spread below.
and forceful theories, for the most of t'hem· are
other incidents.
Also the party lounged about the deck, told followers of Buddha."
Barney pulled lever No. 11 <:Jpen just in stories and indulged in the happiest of social "Certainly this branch of the race have built
season to escape an upward burst of flame.
• converse.
·
a beautiful city bere,"•ventured Sir Archie.
Up shot the air-ship. In a few moments it There was never any lack o£ diversion.
••You are right. No doubt this little princiwas speeding southward.
When all else flagged, Barney brought out pality is Independent and owes no allegiance
Nothing \Tas ever known of the fate of the hi" fiddle anti charmed -his hearers with Irish to any other power."
Thugs left within that flaming circlP..
melodies and jigs galore.
"England has not as yet put her clalmi~g
But it was safe to a'lsume that they met fit- Pomp, not to be outdone, produced his banjo band upon it."
ting expiation for their awful crimes in the and plantation refrains and negro breakdowns "Exactly: It is a small principality without ·
flames together with the.body of the monster in done in rare style, were much appreciated.
doubt, and the native ruler is a man of judgcriroe, Nigra.
Barney . and Pomp were two incorrigible roent and good information, you may depend
The quest for Beatrice Swelton was ended. jokers and kept the company always in mirth upon it."
She had been restored at last safely to her and laughter and jolly spirits.
" I agree with you. Really would it not be
doting father and her faithful lover. More So matters went on very happily during that fine to pay him a visit?"
happiness could not have fa,llen to their lot.
voyage to Benares.
Frank shook his h ead slowly.
But all were prone to admit that had it not "I tell you, Mr. Reade," said Sir Archibald "I fear that it would be hardly safe," he debeen for the opportune coming of Frank Reade, once to the young inventor, " this sort of life clared; "these petty rulers are despots freJ r., and the Zephyr, the rescue would never is ideal. I could not wish for more certain quently. He might take a notion that he wanthave been accomplished.
realization of Paradise and its pleasures than ed the air-ship for a bauble."
As a natural result their gratitude to the fa- to have this voyage last forever."
"That is true!" agreed Dr. Vaneyke. "Yet
mous inventor knew no bounds. · \
~·Indeed!" said Frank, with pleasure. "Then it would be a rare opportunity to study the
He w~s ovcrwheh;ned with praise and thanks. you enjoy life aboard the air-shipl''
habits and 'dress of these people."
Frank received all these manifestations mod- "I do."
·
Frank saw that the scientist was anxious to
estly.
"I am glad of that. If, however, you bad descend.
"How can we ever repay you~" cried Lord traveled in this manner ...s much as I have, it At first it had seemed to him like a bit of
Swetton. "If it will recompense you my for- might not seem so much of a novelty, at foolhardiness.
tune and my title are yours."
least."
But now the more he thought of it the more
"Sir, r am already rewarded in having "I could never tire of it," declared the noble- convinced he became that it was not impractirighted a wrong," replied Frank, firmly. "Let roan. "It is the very quintessence of enjoy- cable and that it could be done safely.
.
the matter drop here."
fuent to me. I wish that you might be induced Accordingly after some thought Frank finalOnce more the air-ship went on her south- to sell your air-ship, Mr. Reade. I will give ly. decided to descend· to a polnt within one
ward way, ot quite half of her journey around you half my estate for it."
hundred yards of the housetops and first make
the globe from north to south had been accom- Frank smiled as be replied:
the acquaintance. of the people.
plished but the most thrilling experiences "That I cannot do, sir. The air-ship is my They might be friendly, and if so all would
were y~t ahead.
own in~ention, and I will never part with it." work well. Of course t'here was more or less
But all things must have an end, and as the risk to run.
CHAPTER XXIX.
days passed the Zephyr drew hourly nearer to Accordingly Frank imparted his plans to
HoME wARn BouND.
Ben ares.
Barney. ·T he Celt readily embraced them and
SouTHWARD over India the Zephyr tool( This would mean a leave taking of the air- proceeded to act accordingly.
her wonderful aerial flight.
ship, and this the passengt>rs were bound to The Zephyr was-allowed to sink until at the
It had all been arranged that the English deeply regret.
proper height.
party should disembark at Benares and go One day the Zephyr was passing over a deep Then s'he floated above the housetops like a
thence by rail to Calcutta, from whence a valley among the mountains when Barney, big bird. The result was wonderful to withomeward steamer to England could be found. who was in the bow, espied a wonderful city ness.
Once in Benares they were far beyQJ!d the far below.
The whole Hind'oo city was all alive with ex·
line of safety and no more danger need be ap- Its buildings seemed to be of the whitest citement, and vast crowds of people surged
prebended.
marble, and its streets were broad and well into ~!1_!:-"publlc square to get a look at the leviTo go to Calcutta would have been out of the paved.
athan in the air.
way for the Zephyr.
Throngs of native Hindoos could · be seen in Of course the Zephyr was a mighty mystery
-\ Frank bad decided to keep, straight south- the public squares,' upon the streets, in windows to them.
·
· ward for Madras, and from thence to Ceylon. of houses; and even upon the housetops, where The more ignorant were inclined to be superThey were now ove!the central parb-of Hin· vast gardens of luxuriant plants were to be stitious and view the air-ship as an apparition,
dostan, and the country presented a different seen.
and its visit of evil omen.
aspect.
Indeed the entire city could be seen with But fortunately the majority of the Hind-oos
The wild, barren regions of the upper states wonderful distinctness, and ent.i rely from the looked upon the Zephyr in the true light.
were superseded by the fertile valleys of the air-ship's deck.
Regarding it as some wonderful vehicle usad
tributaries of the Ganges and other streams.
As a result everybody crowded to the rail to by a foreign prince in his travels, they viewed
Bq.t it was a curious scene to the voyagers, view the wonderful spectacle.
it with wonder and admiration.
which was spread out panorama like below "Is it not a grand sight?'' cried Sir Archie, While they could not understand its princithem.
enthusiastically. '
pies of aerial elevation, they were not abo.ve be.

FRANK READE,
lieving it a possibility and nothing of the supernatural sort, at any rate.
The Zephyr hung suspended about three
hundred feet over the public square.
Great crowds of native people surged below.
Suddenly these gave way, and a guard of
soldiers, with showy uniforms and gleaming
sabers, dashed into the square.
In a twinkling the people were driven back
and the soldiers made a cordon about the
square.· '
Then into this· open space there suddenly
dashed a dozen liveried men, carrying a palauquin of gorgeon,s sort.
_
In the palanquin there was a young and
richly-dressed man. He w.as treated with the
utmost deference, and as. the palanquin stopped
he spr.~tng out and waved his arms.
·
In an instant silence fell upon the vast
crowd. It was evident that they had been well
trained to obey.
The voyagers of the Zephyr saw at once that
he was a dignitary, no douJ:>t the prince or chief
ruler of the province.
Now that quiet was gained, the Hindoo ruler
turned his gaze upward, and regarded the airship w.onderingly. Frank Reade, Jr., saw this,
and went at once to the rail.
CHAP'rER XXX.
AT BHINDPORE.
THE famous inventor had not the slightest
idea that any words he might speak would be
understood by the Hindoo ruler.
·
However, he was resolved to chance it, so he
leaned far over the rail and shouted :
" A pleasant greeting to your excellency. I
e.;:'l glad to meet you.''
- The Hindoo prince smiled, waved his hand in
a pleasant and re-assuring manner, and in the
best of English replied :
"The same to you, sir. Will you not descend
and partake of a decanter of Indian wine 1"
Frank .nearly tumbled down in a heap, so astoundi!d was he.
" Great' guns!" he gasped. " Did you hear
that, friends 1 He speaks English,"
·
The Hindoo prince laughed, for he had heard
Frank's sotto vooe.
"Yes, I speak English!'' he cried. "Also I
am your friend. Pray descend and accept of
my hospitality.''
For a moment Frank was utterly at a loss
what to say or do.
Finally recovering, he man~ged to lean over
the rail and blurt forth :
"' I say! In the name of conscience, who are
you.1"
The prince laughed again.
... I am Kosh, prince of this city of Bhindpore!"
he replied. " I am a Hindoo, and, I trust, a
devout follower of Buddha.''
"But-where did you learn to speak English1"
gasped Frank.
" Oh, that is easy enough. I learned that
while in Calcutta, some years ago,•; !l'eplied
Prince ]rosh. "My father, who was then ruler
of this province, sent me there to learn the
arts. I became well acquainted with the
English people there.''
At once all on board the Zephyr became
deeply interested. The Englishmen were at
once eager to descend and accept the hospitality
of Prince Kosh.
Even Barney and Pomp were as desirous of
the same, and Dr. Vaneyke prevailed upon
Frank to let the Zephyr go down.
Some further colloquy ensued between Frank
and the prince, and then the young inventor
told Barney to lower the air-ship.
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The Zephyr settled down like a monster bird The prince now turned his attention to the
in the center of the public square.
entertainment of his distinguished visitors.
The people cheered, the native guards fired a He cordially invited them to _h is palace. But
salute, and Prince Kosh met Frank at th!l Frank was anxious to at once be on the go.
gangway with a hearty handshake.
However, th~. prince did prevail upon them
"I welcom~ you to Bhindpore," he cried, to wait and view an exhibition of snake charmgenially, "and y~u shall make yourself mas· ing and juggling given in the public square.
ter of everything while you are here."
In a jiffy divans were brought, rugs were
"Ah, I thank you, prin~e," replied Frank, spread upon the stone p:;tving, and a line of
deferentially, "bu~ we can remain with you soldiers formed about a sor.t of throne upon
but a abort time. We have a long journey to which Prince Kosh sat.
make."
Frank Reade, Jr., had a seat by his side as a
The prince seemed disappointed.
special mark of honor.
He expressed his regrets, and then regarding And now the crowd opened and the snake '
the Zephyr curiously, he said:
charmers appeared.
"I have heard of you Americans as wizards The fantastically attirednat,ives, attended by
in· the art of invention. I have heard of the a dervish with a reed pipe, which he played in
steam railroad, but I have never before heard a melodious manner, advanced.
of the flying palace in the air."
A cage containing several specimens of the
"It is not a palace," said ·Frank, with a deadly cobra were produced and then the exsmile. "It is simply a ship of the air.'\
hibition began.
"It is wonderful beyond description," cried Under the influence of the music the snakes
the prince, "but how do you manage to make were fondled and handled by the charmers in
it float 1"
the most careless fashion.
A score of questions were put by the prince, . It was a most remarkable exhibition, and the
and Frank answered the.ni all pleasantly.
Zephyr's passengers watched_ it with. interest.
Then the young inventor took Prince Kosh After it had terminated the jugglers appearaboard the Zephyr, and, in a .few minutes, haded. All were looking forward to this with
carried him to an altitude from which the earth eagerness.
·
c.9uld not be seen for fleecy clouds.
But before they could begin a terrible cry
In spite of wonderful nerve and cool courage, went through the crowd which brought Prince
the native prince turned pale as he reflected Kosh from his seat with terror and mad anxtha·t he was so far from the earth.
iety.
·
But the air-shiD ·presently began to descend, "The Kurghids are coming! They have carand soon was in sight of the earth.
ried the ga·tesl"
·
Then Prince Kosh looked down upon the city At the same moment the distant crash of
and the country about.
firearms could be heard, and a scene of confuHis spirits now arose and he became wild sion indescribable ensued.
with excitement and interest.
"Wonderful!" he cried, eagerly. "I have
CHAPTER XXXI.
never seen the equal of this. It is grand.''
When the Zephyr, after an absence of scarceTHE ATTACK OF THE KURGHIDS.
ly fifteen minutes, once more settled down into IT was an appalling report to the faithful
the center of the public square, the native tribe of Prince Kosh that the barbarous Kurpeople gave way · to their enthusiasm in wild ghids had forced the gates of the city and were
cheers.
upon them with full intent to exterminate
They greeted the safe return of their prince them.
·
with great. joy. They would have surged into In an instant the whole square was a scene
the square but for the cordon of police.
of confusion.
Prince Kosh was highly pleased with the en- N~t even the trumpet orders of Prince Kosh
tertainment he had received.
could restore order. He turned with horror
When Frank told him of their experience and despair to Frank.
with the Thugs, and that the' monster Nigra " Oh, Mr. Reade,'! he cried, ''what am I to
had been killed, his joy was beyond bounds. . do 1"
"Good for youi" he cried, eagerly. "Why, Frank's sympathies were at once aroused.
that miscreant has been the terror of India. His eyes flashed and he drew a deep breath.
Do you know that he once sworeblack revenge " Have courage," he said, with great calmupon me, and but for my faithful guardsmen I ness. "I think I can help you.'' .
would one night have suffered death from the But Prince Kosh looked doubtful and his
garrote 1 It is a great joy to know that he is manner became frantic. ·
dead.''
He threw off his bejeweled mantle and
Then the prince swept his hand in the direc· grasped his sword. His manner was fierce and
tion of the fine buildings and continued:
desperate as he sprang down the steps from his
''I am master here, and I do not mean to be throne.
·
a tyrant. My people are faithful subjects. "We will give the dogs a good fight," he
They are happy and well treated. But my cried, brav~ly. "If Kurghid defeats us to-day
tribe is a small one. I have not over three it will be a costly victory.''
thousand fighting men. Over yonder range of Into the midst of his soldiers Prince Kosh
mountains are theKurghids-a strong and bar· rushed.
barons tribe, who have sworn our extermina· He showed that he was a commander as well
tion sjmply because ...-;-e are prosperous and not as a prince, and the manner in which he foun d
robbers like them. I live in hourly dread of an his troops ap.d broug~t or~r out of chaos was
attack from them.''
masterly indeed.
Frank was interested.
In a few moments the Indian troops were
"Can you not whip them 1" he asked.
fl)rmed in a solid square. The people had 'all
"Ah! .I fear not. , They outnumber us fully fled _to a safer part of the city.
four to one, Moreover, my people are tillers of The Kurghids had stolen upon the city cau.
the soil and not fighters.''
tiously, and at an opportune moment had oveJ:\
"Indeed!" said Frank, sincerely. "I trust powered the guards at the gates.
you may have no trouble with them."
They were now swarming into the· city like
"I live in hourly dread o.f it.''
ravenous wolves.
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Savage, oarbarious looking natives they were, "Well, just a trifle. Watch the effect and He picked up another bomb and hurled it
yet armed with the European rifle and fairly you will see."
directly into their midst. The effect was
well disciplined.
Frank swung the wire directly over the heads frightful to witness.
They were a hard foe for the Hindoos to face, of the Kurghid forces. Then he suddenly Dozens of the savage warriors were torn to
as they were savage fighters and far superior pressed the lever.
pieces, and another mound was raised. Truly
in numbers.
In an instant the wire was alive with a pow· the eJectric bombs were fearful instruments''of
But though they invaded the city with the erful current.
death.
conviction that victory was within their grasp, Vivid lightning fia,shes shot from the end of The Kurghid forces, with this fearful repulse,
t hey were destined to be much decei~ed.
it.
turned and broke into a confused and disorder·
Frank Reade, Jr., saw the very desperation Down among the barbarians fell that live ly retreat. It was a thrilling sight.
I
of the exigency and was quick to act.
wire. Wherever it struck deat h and confusion
H e s prang to the gangway of the Zephyr and went.
CHAPTER XXXIL ·
was quickly on deck.
It overthrew men and horses, and literally
The others of the crew followed.
mowed a swath through the ranks of the bar·
ON TO CEYLON.
" What a horrible thing !" cried Sir Archi· barians.
,
.
THE terror of the Kurghid warriors was fear·
bald. "These fierce savages will wipe out this . They. were piled up in heaps, and consterna· ful to witness. They ,ran as if pursued by
pe11ceful and intelligent tribe of Hindoos."
twn se1zed them.
demons.
.
" My soul! something ought to be don e to They saw only ~he darting, death-dealing If they could have fought the peaceful Hin·
h elp them!" cried Lord Swelton.
•
lightni_ng in their midst, and could not under· doos without the operation of the air-ship, they
Beatrice was wringing her small white hands stand 1t.
would no doubt have come off victors.
in dread anxiety, and Montgomery was trying :Wh_erever the wire stru?k it carried death But with this powerful ally, against whom
.I
With 1t, and proved a terr1ble destroyer. The they could seem to do nothing, they were really
to quiet her.
Dr. Vaneyke was assisting Frank in certain result was most terrible to witness, as well as not in it. They sought safety in precipitate
operations, while Barney, and Pomp were at for the stricken foe.
flight.
'
work in the pilot-house.
They could not combat such a powerful an· It wa impressed upo'n their superstitious
Suddenly Frank cried :
tagonist.
soul:;~, that a foe possessed of the marvelous
"Up with the air-shipllet her go up quickly, Blows availed nothing against it. Rifle gift of floating in mid-air, must be possessed of
Barney."
shots were useless, and yet still in their midst supernatural qual! ties. In that case they could
"All roight, sorl" cried the Celt.
played that deadly wire.
not hope to fight against it.
The next moment the air-ship sprang into There were fully six thousaQd men in the Frank followed them· with the bombs for
space.
Kurghid army, but only a part of this force some way.
U 1•t
t fo a thousand feet and there had entered the city.
Then he left the defeated foe _to the tender
h p
wend d r
For a time the barbarians tried to locate and mercies of the pursuing Hindoo soldlers, who
u~~ ~~~:~ ~;wn now and saw a thrilling comba_t their terrible foe. But thli destroyer were disposed to give no _quarter.
sight. The Kurghids had met the soldiers of kept r1ght"after them.
.
.
It was a defeat from wh1ch the Kurghids were,
Prince Kosh in the streets and a desperate bat- Down through them,. and r1ght mto the front not to recover.
.
_
tl
.
rank went the mysterwus destroyer. It was From that day thetr power was broken.
~.;as m ~~~gr~s~ s·1 A h"b
ld "
ld
quite useless for the Kurghids to stand before Never after did they successfully venture to at·
Y sou
Crle
r. rc 1 a •. '; 0 u you it.
tack the Hindoos.
see how these barbar1ans are mowmg down
.
.
.
.
K os h . Canno t some th"mg The1r. front rank was. broken,
and the Hm· The.atr·ship
now took leave of Prince Kosh
t h e men of P rmce
.
.
• Oh , 1"f we could on 1y g1ve
·
them a doos
w1th loud and v1ctorwus cheers pressed and h1s c1ty.
.
.
.
be d one ,
,
m upon them.
The prmce was deeply affected, and begged
ll ,.
vo ey.
_
The Kurghids were driven into an utter rout his visitors to sojourn a while longer. But
"~h~ not~;· cried Lord Swel~on, as he picked and breaking in ttl wildest confusion, were they declined gratefully, and soon the air·ship
up lh1s r1fle. Let every one take a gun and we driven down the city streets.
was once more on it way to Benares.
ca~ ~othe~ them m.~ch.:'
.
Frank now drew in the wire, for he reflected When, several days later, the city came in
I m w1th you I cned Dick Montgomery, that it might do as much harm now to friend view it was early morning and all were on
1tnd even Beatrice looked eager t9 join the
foe.
deck:
'
fray.
The Hindoos were valiantly doing their part. TIOI!tl appearance of the air·ship over the In·
But at this moment Dr. Vaneyke appeared They were driving the routed Kurghids like dian metropolis caused a sensation.
at. the rail with half a dozen of the deadly elec· sheep out of the city gates.
Vast multitudes r of people instantly assemtrte bombs.
But outside of the city there were in waiting bled, and Frank could see that they were much
He would have dropped one of them over the reinforcements. · These were now pressing for· excited.
rail, but Frank Reade, Jr., interfered.
ward to stem the tide of battle and check the The young inventor was too shrewd to de·
"That will not be safe," he cried. "I have a defeat.
scend into their midst.
better plan."
·
)
Frank saw this.
"I will wait," he said, philosophically. "It
"What is it 1" asked the doctor.
He saw that he was far enough from the is bet~er to go slow and safe."
"Wait, and you will see."
city walls to do no damage, He now picked up "But how are we to land 1" asked Lord Sw;l.
Frank had produced a tremendous long coil one of the electric bombs.
ton, spmewhat anxiously.
of wire and this he now threw over the rail.
Holding one over the rail, he let it drop.
"Have no fear as to that," replied FranJs
DoW'!Mt went, unrolling as it went. When It fell directly in the path of the reinforcing with a smile. "I will see to it that you get
it struck t4e ground it was in the rear of the party. The result was amazing as well as ter- down all safely."
Kurghid forces. ·
rifying.
·
·
The air-ship hung over the city fer some
It was so small that they did not notice its The bomb struck the earth and exploded with while. Then an idea struck Frank. '
.
presence.
·
ter;ific force.
He selected one of the largest and highht
One end of the wire lay upon the ground. A perfect mound of earth and debris was buildings, and allowed the air-ship to descend
The other' end was attached to a peculiarly raised directly in front of the advancing barba· and rest upon the flat roof.
powerful ba ttery, an invention of Frank Reade, rians.
This was like many others, a sort of aerial
Jr.'s, and Frank held .the switch lever which They paused in utter astonishment at this garden, 1Vith palms and beds of plants, and 1
was to turn on the current.
wonderful demonstration of ~iant force.
even a fountain playing. Here the air-ship
He waited until the wite struck the ground. Tilby regarded the air-ship with something rested.
Frank had on gloves of rubber which was a like superstitious·terror. Then they started to Of course a great rush was made by the ex·
sufficient insulator, and enabled him to handle go around the mound.
cited populace to gain the roof. Several Hin·
the wire.
·
Frank saw that ,something desperate must doo gentlemen and ladies were beneath an
"What are you going to do, Mr. Reade r• be done.
awning, and they retreated in dismay as the
asked Lord Swelton; "do you expect to anchor If the reinforcements reached the city gates Zephyr, so like a huge bird, settled down so
the boat with that little wire 1"
the fate of the Kurghids pursued by the Hin· near them.
"Not exactly!" said Frank, with a smile, doos would be averted.
At a respectful distance they viewed the
"but I beg of you for your own sake not to It was imperatively necessary to check them, air-ship with wonder.
t ouch that wire."
and there was but one way to do it.
The Englishmen were all at the rail, ready to
"Ah, is it charged 1"
Frank took this way.
descend.
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"I think we had better make our leave tak- ing decided that this was a suitable spot for • "No."
ing brief," declared Frank. "I fear that if the his work.
Frank was horror-struck.
mob gets up here in their excitement they will Armed with his trowel and other instru " Then what can be done r• he cried with
do the ship harm."
ments, Dr. Vaneyke left the air-ship.
agony.
"You are right, Mr. Reade," cried Sir Archi-. It was a lonely place, and no sign of habita- "Local absorption is the only means of curbald. "We will lie all right. You ma,y leave tion was to be seen anywhere about. The ing the bite of the cobra."
~s right here."
'
mountain slope, however,' was rich in rare "Perhaps suction ;yould do it'l''
plants, and the doctor was in his glory.
"Yes."
" Then you will be all safe?"
"Oh, yes. I am familiar with the city of He enthusiastically pursued his quest, find· "Then here goes.''
Benares and will find plenty of my own people. ing a new' rara avis at almost every ;;te}l.
W ithout a moment's hesitation Frank woul d
I am even acquainted with the native owners "Wonderful!" he cried. · ~ surely there is no have applied his lips to the wound, ev!Jn at the
of this house.''
part of the earth richer in specimens. I am a risk of his own life.
With this Sir Archie addressed the Hindoo lucky man to be able to carry away so many.'' But a rustling was heard in the bushes near
gentlemen in their tongu.e. They answered at Thus he enthusiastically wandered about the and a musical voice said:
once with ready ~:ecognition, and came forward vicinity.
'
"Wait, sahib! I will s,ave you. , Have no
readily to welcome him.
Barney and Pomp were busy shining the fear."
•
Frank saw that his passengers would be all bright work of the Zephyr.
The next moment the s eaker stood before .
Frank · Reaa~, Jr., had been busy studying them. He was a slender, lithe Hindoo, with
safe.
1
So he shook hands in parting with Lord his charts, when a thrilling incident occurred. handsome features and great grace of move·
Swelton, Sir Archie and Dick, and Beatrice The doctor came to the spot in the mountain menlo.
too.
side where there was a cluster of beautiful He spoke English · fluently, and had the ap·
"We shall never forget the service you have flowers. .
pearance of a man of refinement and culture in
done us, Mr. R eade," she said, with one of her In his eagerness he never once thought of the native way.
sweetest smiles.
,
possible danger, and did not see a pal.r of bead- His appearance was a surprise to Frank and
The crew of the Zephyr all were e the rail, like eyes deep among the green leaves.
the doct(Jr.
and farewells were quickly spoken.
He put his hand boluly a~ong the .leaves. But in an instant a ray of hope shot through
Then the leave taking came. Pomp opened The next moment he experienced a shock which the breast of th~Xyoung inventor.
lever No. 11, and ~he Zephyr shot upward a nigh took away his senses.
He knew that the natives were often pasthousand feet.
A deadly cobra had struck him full force'. sessed of the secret of a cure for the bite of the
For a moment; the air-sl;lip hung over the city With a sharp cry the scientist reeled hack.
cobra.
and then begun its southern flight.
Well he knew the meaning of this. The fact A spasmodic hope seized hil'n that the doctor
Their experiences with Lord Swelton and his that death, swift, sure and speedy was over· might be saved after all.
party were at an end. But they would nevdr taking him, for lL moment dazed him.
"I am Gulah, the healer," said the Hindoo,
forget them or their thrilling adventures with "Oh, God!" he crie'd. "I have got my death. with a re-assudng ,smile, as he sprang forward
the Thugs.
Help! Help!"
and seized the doctor's wrist. "Ah! the fangs.
"Golly sakes, but I jes' kinder cattored to Frank Reade, Jr., heard his cry first, -and have not struck deep. You will be easily saved,
dem chaps," said, Pomp, as he jingled a few came rushing to the rail.
sahib.'~
golden sovereigns in his pocket. ''Dey was "What is the matter, doctor?" he cried.
"What!" gasped the doctor, "then you tl;link
jes' de bes' Englishers I ever seed.''
"God help mel I have been struck by a you can save my life?"
"Bejabers, av' all England was loike thim, cobra!"
"I do.'' '
. ould'Ireland wud soon be fre~," said Barney.
"My God! '£hat is awful!"
"Heaven be praised!" cried Frank, joyfully.
"They were gentlemen. of discretion and good Barney and Pomp heard the dread announce- "You shall be rewarded, sir."
sense," said Dr. Vaneyke. " I am proud that ment with fearful dismay. The Celt shivered The native smiled, showing a beautiful ro.w
we were able to be of service to them."
and wailed:
'
of teeth.
Frank Reade, Jr., had gone into the cabin to "Och, hone, the dear docther is done for this ''If I had met you in another place, sahib; I
consult his chart.
•
toime for sure."
·
could not have done it," he said, in his pleasant
Dr. Vaneyke joined him there.
"Massy sakes, but it am drefful!" cried way," but you see? It is here!"
" Are we getting near the end of the peninsu- Pomp, wildly. "Somefin' mus~ be done .fo' As he spoke Gulah reached down and pluckla ?" asked the scientist.
him.''
ed the leaves of a strange-looking plant at their
"We shall 'soon sight the Santpoar Mount- "Begorra, phwat can it be?" cried, Barney, feet.
.
ains," declared Frank. "From thence we will despairingly. "Shure them koind av snakes With .a quick movement he bruised them be·
fly southward until over :Madras. '£hence over is fearful deadly.''
tween his hands and then spat upon them.
the lower spur of the Ghauts range, and across But Frank had made quick action. He had The leaves thus bruised and wet he clapped
the Gulf of Manaar to Ceylon.''
·
rushed to the cabin and 'now appeared with in a profuse quantity upon the wound.
"Good!" cried the scientist. "I would beg a bottle of whisky.
They were bound tightly over the fang
some little time in Ceylon for botanical re- He knew that this was a powerful· antidote marks. · The hand was rapidly swelling and
search.''
for rattlesnake bites. It might act the same the doctor's complexion was turning livid.
I .
• "You shall have it," replied Frank.
with the poison of the cobra.
There was no time to lose.
The Zephyr kept southward day after day.
At least it seemed the dernier ressort for the The poison was beginning to work upon the
'A vast territory was passed over. The Sant- moment.
system. It would be but a question of an hour
poar range of mountains was left behind, and
at the furthest, unless its course was arrested.
the air-ship floated over the province of MadCHAPTER XXXIII.
' Gulah, the native, looked into the doctor's
ras.
PRINCE GULAH.
face and said peremptorily:
A strange, wild and broken country was seen THE bite which the doctor had received from "Lie down!"
below. The weather proved of the finest, the cobra was fortunately not in a part imme- The scientist obeyed. Indeed, his tottering
though a trifle warm, and on the whole little diately connected with an artery or hig vein.
legs would have soon compelled him to, in any
occurred to mar the pleasure of the trip.
Yet the deadly virus might prove fatal, never- case.
Finally the Zephyr reached Cape Comorin, theless.
"Get hot water quick!" commanded the Hin.
and then proceeded eastward across the Gulf For a moment the brave old man was giddy doo -healer. "Bring fire quick, sahibs! Lose
of Manaar towards Colombo.
and faint with the prescience of certain death. no time!"
This part of the island of Ceylon was not Then courage eame to him and he partly re- As luck had it, Pomp had hot water in his
stopped at, however, the air-ship keeping on gained his composure.
kettle on the stove in the ga.lley of the airinto the interior, for the purpose of giving Dr. The next moment Frank Reade, Jr., was by ship.
·
Vaneyke a chance for botanical research.
his side.
A kettle of it was brought post haste.
And now vast jungles, such as had not been ·"Good God, doctor!" cried the young inventor• Sticks were collected and a fire was going in
equalled in India proper, were encountered.
"don't give up hope. Take this whisky. It a jiffy.
Native settlements and plantations of coffee will save you."
The doctor was now moaning in delirium.
and rice were interspersed here a:Q,d there. ·
But the scientist shook his head.
·1
All were excited, even Frank Reade, Jr., exAt length the air-ship reached an open tract "No," he cried. "Whisky has no effect upon cept the native, Gulah.
of country at the base of a ·range of mountains. the cobra.'
He was calm and collected through all, an<i
H ere the air-ship descended, the doctor hav: "It does not?"
worked with dispatch and wonderful sktll.
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Iu what seemed like no tiQle at all he had
brewed a cup from the steeped leaves of the
curious
plant.'
·
.
•
.
Th1s liqUid he poured down the throat of the
b"t"
1 ten man.
.
.
The effect was almost mstantaneous and
wonderful to look upbn •
As if by magic_ the straightened muscles re
!axed, the groanmg
ceased, the color
began to
.
,
come back mto the wounded mans face.
h
h
d
ll'
.
At t e same moment t e puffe s've mg m
the wounded hand began to abate.
.
d . h d 'th
Th e d oc t or opene d h IS
eyes an s1g e WI
relief.
"My G<>d! ,how I have suffered!" he whispered·• "but I am saved • ·I feel that the poison is
being counteracted."
.
" Ay, sahib!" said the Bindoo healer; with a
.
·r
"G I h h
ed
Th
.
.
sm1 e.
ua
as sav
you.
e pOison IS
out-see1"
The Bindoo now began to press the swelling
about the wound
·
Great drops of. virus were forced out of this
and fell upon the grollJld The fellow persisted
·
in this treatment until the hand was reduced
to its normal size.
Then he bound some more of the !uicy leaves
over the wound
"Keep them there for one day," he directed.
"Pretty quick you may get up and walk
again."
"Right!" . cried the do to
"I feel
strength coming back."
c r.
my
' Frank pressed forwatd and seized the Bin·
doo healer's hand.
,
"Gulah," he said, warmly, "you ha.ve s11-ved
the life of my dearest ·friend, Bow shall I ever
repay you~"
"I · 1
h'b,
t'
. d th
as r no pay, sa 1 , rep11e
e na 1ve
healer, modestly. "Gulah has money enough.
H ·
·
h·
1 B
h t
. e 1s a p_r~nce among IS peop e. e was un ·
mg the t1gerwhen he saw the wondenul float·
· and
. mg
palace descend and he came to see 1t
·
'
.
. .
the wonderful people who were m 1t. But you
are English, sabib1"
"No," replied Fr&nk. "We are not English.
We are Americans."
"Say :you so1" cried the native prince with
·· eyes. "I have heard much of your
sparklmg
people. They are wonderful in the arts.
" I am proud of my people," replied Frank,
modestly
· "You have reason to be, sahib. But wait,
and you shall partake of the hospitality of GuI h ••
a ·
.
.
The native prmce blew a shrill ·whistle. It
was answered from a point in the jungle and
·
·
'
qUickly a score of nat1ve hunters appeared
•
. As Gulah had said, he ~ad been hunting the
t 1ger, and had come up JUSt at an opportune
moment.
,
. ed b t a few
t t
k
It requ 1r
u
momen s o rna ·a a
pleasant acquaintance with' Gulah. Dr. Vaneyke quickly recovered, and then cou:-!;;;;;ies
were exchanged.
The native pringe was invited aboard the
Ze;Jh!r; and Frank even gave him a trip up in
themr.
Gdah was immensely pleased and carried
away with the wonderful air-ship.
"It(s wonderful, sahib!" he declared. "But
if you wish to do me a favor you are in a position to do it."
"Of cours'e I will," replied Frank, readily.
A peculiar change had come over Gulli.h's
features.
He waved his. hand toward the
cabin.
"Let us sit down in private, sahib," he said.
" It is a matter of great importance, I promise
you."

•

7

''Yes!" agreed Frank, "there is no need of
wasting t,ime."
F<RANK a t once 1e d th e way m
. t o 'th e cab'm. But Prince Gulah paused.
B
t'
d p .
G
h t
t
"Wait, Sahib" he said, slowly, •' I would
e mo wne
rmce u 1a
o a sea .
k
h '
"We shall be retired 'here ·"he said. "What as· yet anot er favor."
have ou to sa r·
'
"Name it."
y
·
Theynative prince
ignored the chair and seat- "May I go WI'th you I n th'IS fl. oat'mg pa1ace m
ed himself Bindoo fashion upon a small foot· the air 1".
"Of course," replied Frank, readily · "I cans t oo1 WI'th h'IS 1egs crossed .
Th
.
t bl
.
h' not very well take your men--"
ere was an mscru a e expressiOn upon 1s
face, and he deliberated for some moments be· " My men will remain where they are," said
f
,
k'
the prince, decisively.
ore spea mg.
"S h'b .
d
,. h
'd fi
.
Frank at once went out on deck and commu11
11
1
a
twl par on m~: 'f ei sal
na yt, ·In ka nicated to the others his purpose. Everybody
very cour eous manner, 1
presume o as
.
.
of him a favor which he can grant, and I know was ~tghly m favor of the move. .
.
.
h
t
f
t"
't..
Prmce
Gulah
gave orders to h1s attendants
o no o ner 1Ivmg person w o can gran 1 .
. .
"Narne th a t f avor, , sa~'d F ran k , earnes tl y. to. await h1s return.
Then. Frank made a mo.
"N
tt
h t 't . 't h
b
. .,
tion to Pomp m the pilot-house, and the
o rna er w a I IS, l s a 11 e yollls.
Ze h r s rang into the air
"First I shall have to tell you a story," said p Y_ P.
.
•
.
th e prmce,
.
s 1ow1y. "When I was qu1'te young, Instmctively Prmce ·Gulah sprang
.
. up with ·
. th e ens t om o f my peop1e, · my t ro th was alarm as he· saw the earth leavmg
h1m.
as 1s
.
t'
But he soon recovered h1mself. It was a
d d t
.
S
0
1
P e geh
a young_ ~n~ce~~- orne Imes peo- new sensation and of course did not fail to have
1
1
PI e wto
are marhnethln
ds manner hnever its influence upon him. But he was a fellow
earn o 1ove eac o er, an many un appy
•
.
.
.
f 11
of great ]11.uc
d soon composed himself.
marriages o ow.
B
·
·
"
/
.
.
e appeare o greatly enJOY the sat! as the
Your peop~e are ~ore fortunate m t~ts _re- Zephyr soared above the high mountain rafiges,
spect as caste IS not a part of your Chnsban and soon the vast expanse of the Black Jungle
religion."
was spread out to view.
"But in this case the Princess Nida and my- The jungle looked vastly different from thi;~.
self were always in love with each other. We elevation than it did from the level ground.
were to have married !1. fortnight since, but As far as the eye could reach there was preNadja Pimjaub, my nephew, also was madly in sen ted an unbroken expanse . of dense grass
love with Nida and swore that she would not and cane growth so thick as to be almost abso·
tle mine.
lutely impenetrable. /.
"Be tried to bribe our priests to break the In the cente~ of tht_s was ~deep morass, and
bond which tied us. Failing in that as the a small-lake w1~h a~ Isla~d m the center.
bond of caste would not permit it he vowed to Eve~ as the a1r-sht? sailed above the jungle,
break up our happiness e'l'en though it cost him the qmck gaze of Prmce Gulah caught an obh' 1if
ject below and he cried.
·
IS e.
"
'
,
·
"Sahib do you see yonder long range of hills 1
Ba, do you see a boat upon the water,
,
.
.
sahib 1" he cried. "Is it not so 1"
Beyond them 1s the ternble Black Jungle. F
k
It·IS a d ense t rae t w h'tch 1s
· a 1·1ve w1'th co b ras, · f th
ran saw
a !!mall
k
. coracle
. upon the waters
.
d
• l'f ·
f h
1
o
e 1a e. He ra1sed hts glass to h1s eyes
an no mans 1 e ts sa e t ere.
d t d'1 d 1't
"It is certain death to invade that fearful a~, s u e
•.
,
.
"
.
1
18
tract. Not a step can l:)e taken that a snake
You ar~/ fh~ l~e ;:.led.
It
a canoe,
will not strike you from the deep grass.
or some era 0 . t e nn .·
.
.
"Were it not for that mighty breeding ground ~u!_ah thhad r~lseuGand sto.od with hts hands
·t ·
'd th a t th e co b ra d't cape11 o cou ld b e ex- gr1pomg
reat vems stood out upon
1 IS sat
h'1 f
h de ra1.
.
•
terminated from the island of Ceylon.
.
~ ore e~ · . 1.
. 1,
"But they can breed faster in· the jungle than "A~e? hke~h ~t : N~dJ:· ~; satd, tersely.
they can be destroyed outside and no man's
· 0 mee tm ace 0 ace.
life is safe in the vicinity of the, Black Jungle. . Insltidncdtively ~ish~anbdltwenTthtofithe hilt o_f a
"But Nadja Pimjaub secured some great Jewe e, . agger m IS e · · e . ere~ passwn
spell from a wizard and this enables him to of the Hmdoo temperament was m his face.
. h .
.
'
t
d dl
t'l
The air-ship now began to settle down closer
go wtt 1mpumty among he ea Y rep t es. t th
t
h '! k
·
·
d one th'ts, N a d Ja
· mva
·
d e d th e h orne of oTh e wa ers of
H avmg
t t eh a e.
.
.
N'd •
d t 1 h b dil
e occupan oft e lake saw tt commg and
t as parents an s o e er o Y away.
.
t f . ht
d f
th
'
"I · b r
d h
h h
k
h t th m grea r1g
starte . or
e shore. As the
tIS e Ieve t at el asdta enh .er_loh le coracle was not far from it at the moment the
heart of the Black J ung e, an that e WI l o d h
h d
d b
.
her there until the priests consent to break the s ore dwas reac e ' an
oat and man d1sapdecree which binds her to me. Do you under- peTahre · . h'
ttl d
t d?"
e at.r-s tp se e down over the lake's
s ~~ d ,
·r d F k h 0
d
. t
surface, being scarcely twenty feet above the
t d 0 • rep Je
ran ' w
was eep1Y m er- water.
.
es e ·
In this manner it sailed to the spot where
"None of our _Pe?ple dare inva~e the· BI~k the coracle had disappeared.
·
Ju_ngle, and NadJ~ 1 ~, safe. But With your atr· There was the boat upon a strip of sa.ndy
sh1p you cou~d do It.
.
. .
beach scarce ten feet wide. Beyond this was a
As the prmce co~cluded hts thr11lmg tale path leading into the jungle.
Frank Reade, Jr., said eagerly:
But the dense foliage covered the oath and
. "My dear prince, nothing in the world would it was imposaible to follow it with th~ ey:.
gtve me greater pleasure than to carry out your Frank saw at once that this was impractidesires in.this matter."
cable. His only method was to follow the path
"Then you will help me to recover Nida 1'~ he on foot.
•
asked, eagerly.
This fact he conveyed to Prince Gulah . . The
"I will."
Hindoo was not displeased, and said eagerly:
The Hindoo bent down and pressed his lips "Ver.y well, so let it be. But what of cobra
to Frank's feet. Then he sprang up with di capello? We may get struck at any moeagerness and cried:
ment. But I am ready to take the chance with
. "We will go now if you will, Sahib!"
you."
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".I have the means to successfully overcome below. From the cabin the cases containing "Sahib speaks well. But I have no suit of
that peril," said Frank, readily. "We will n.ot the electric armor was brought.
armor."
worry about that."
Naturally Barney was delighted to think that "But I have another, declared Frank. "It
Gulah looked puzzled.
he had been selected by Frank to go upon the is generaily worn by Pomp. You shall put it
1
"But there is no sure cure for the cobra's bite trip into the jungle.
on and come with us."
if it strikes an artery," he declared.
Pomp was by the cabin door when Barney The prince overcome with joy feil at Frank's
"Have no fear," said Frank, positively. "I came out.
feet.
will arrange_that matter."
• Huh! Yo' needn t feel so big, !'ish, jes' be- He blessed him in the HinAoo fashion and
. " Gu.la~ w1ll say no more. He has confidence kase youse gwine wif Marse Frank," sniffed withal was quite _carried aw~y with joy.
m sahib. .
.
Pomp. "I jes' reckon if dar was any danger- But the young mventor said:
Frank directed Pomp, who was m the pilot- some wo'k fo' to do, Marse Frank would take "It is nothing. We are more in your debt
h~use. .
.
.
me an' leave yo' to home."
_
than we can ever repay. You saved the life of
The a1r-sh1p was not able to find a restmg "Bejabers, don't :yez insult me, naygur," re- our companion."
place here among the tall- reeds ap.d cane, so it torted Barney, swelling up like a toad. "If "Ah, that was one little po!lr service,.sahib,"
was anchored abou~ twenty feet above the yez.do, I'll break the jaw av yez."
declared Gulab.
ground and a gang ladder was let down.
"Huh ! yo' mus' learn fo' to spell able fus' " It was a mighty service to us."
Frank and .Dr. Vaneyke descended for the ting."
Pomp's suit of armor was brought out and
purpose of taking a look about the vicinity.
"B
I'll h
'd b
,
Gulah was dressed up in it. Thus equipped
11
As their feet struck · the ground both .eavi· . ~gorral, d dspBe yez Wl k~ ox ab~fffive and armed with Winchesters the three adven·
th a t thepa th was -awe 11 b eaten ~ne, and ex- Porn
na11s, exp
mg; ka 1 at
"T ok e h tarney ' .rna
Ji
, turerswere ready to dare .the dangers of the
tended far beneath the overhanging foliage of Thp.
afeBt a' !ez IDIS t mon ey, yez. Black Jungle.
·
·
e pa1m o arney s hand took Pomp across
.
1
.
.
.
.
. ·
. Pomp and Dr. Vaneyke were to remam and
th e Junge.
"Pshaw!" exclaimed Frank. "There is no his thwk lips, producmg a s_ound like the crack uard the air·shl .
~
.
of a pop gun. The darky mgh tumbled over. g
.
p
d anger of any snaKes here.
path 1s too B t.
. t t h h d
d h'
· Prmce Gulah now began to feel confident of
1
wide and--"
bl ~ ~n ~:h :s an e fl- recovere ' IS eyes success in rescuing Nida and wreaking revenge
1
Hl!' ceased speaking.
~zGmllw , _ur!.d
f , t h't
.
h'l ., upon the c.~ardly and villainous Nadja.
.
t
h
d
d
o y,
•
. sp1r1ts
. . were h'1gh an d h e
D r. V aney k e was some d IS ance a ea , an h
d yo" Jes
I . ,are o d o 1, met agm,
. c 1 e ' . Consequently
h1s
11
h
f
ll
fift
f t fr
h
.
.
e
roare
.
Jes
poun
yo
a
o
p1eces
yo'
.
.
't ey were u
y ee
om t e a1r-sh1p.
b' r· h t ff 1.,
felt exceedmgly Jubilant.
Suddenly a strange, hissing was heard.
I~ YIS : ~b. t h tb •t"
Descending from the air-ship, the three men
Not ten feet ahead the dried moss and leaves "G'~z a ,e t er :~- ·k,
in armor started boldly along the p!l.th into the
beside the path seemed literally alive.
"Sh o~g, yo ~~ c~u~ .. ~?
depths of the jungle.
1
Into the path crawled a cobra and threw its Th' ul utpt ye ac . lVI t.
t
h
. Several of the cobras lay in their path. The
1
.
f orm· m
. t o a co1'l , w1'th 1'ts h ea d eFec t p
IS aI er
smuous
t comp
tl h liDen was
d h. oo
h roue
d d ford ea dl y rep t'l
1 es d'd
1 no t b u d ge, and one of them
ready for battle. Just beyond was another, d ~mp. t .;s an Y e 1owere
IS ea an let struc}l: with full force at Frank.
and while the two adventurers stood there, six r~ve a th . ar:.ey. th C lt
t
. k f
But the reptile's fangs were shivered against
of the deadly reptiles crawled into the path to h' ut
IS IIDe
e e was 00 qmc
or the steel armor, and the next moment its
bar their progress.
liD.
writhing form was crushed beneath the iron
As they reared their hoo~ed heads aloft, it ·He dodged and J;'omp went by him like a heel of Frank's foot.
! was truly a hideous and terrifying sight,
stone ou t of a catapult. Down the cabin stairs The death of this one seemed to be a sort of
Frank paused aghast, and then seizing Dr. he went head first.
signal to others.
Vaneye's arm, turned back toward the air- The fall would have brained a white man. The jungle seemed suddenly to literally
ship.
But. Pomp's skull was of the proverbial thick- swarm yvith cobras.
·
ness.
H undreds of them flashed through the un· .
lt was too comical for anything. He struck dergrowth and out into the path. They seemCHAPTER 'XXXV.
the cabin floor below and actually pirouetted ed to be banded together for the purpose of reIN THE BLA.CK JUNGLE.
upon his head like a ballet dancer.
sisting this invasion of their den.
"CoME!" he cried. "It is certain death to go Barney literallf'roared with laughter. The The path was literally alive witli them.
in that direction.
Celt was so intensely amused that he seemed Despite their armor the three men-paused
"Upon my soul, I believe you are right, likely to ·go into a fit.
aghast at the spectacle,
Frankl" cried the doctor. "I never saw the '!'his infuriated. the darky all the more and "Upon my word!" exclaimed Frank in
like in my life."
he came tearing up the stairs like a maniac. amaJ~ement. "I never saw so many snakes be" What puzzles me," said Frank, "is the fact But a perem~tory voice at 'this moment shout- fore in all my life."
that we just saw a man enter this place.''
ed:
·
"They know that we are foes and they mean
"It must be that he has ·a charm, as Gulah "Hold up there! No more of that!"
to fight us, sahib," cried Gulah.
says."
It was Frank Reade, Jr., and that command "Be jabers, I'm not in love with this job,"
"Listen!"
could not be disregarded. Instantly the two cried Barney, with a shrug of the· shoulders.
Both came to a halt.
"
jokers collapsed, but Pomp went back to the" If the amadhouns should happen to pile onto
In the distance both heard a strange weird pilot-house, muttering:
us all to onct, phwat the divil wud become of
sound; the plaintive notes of most peculiar "Golly, dat I'ishm::.!l jes' get a little de bes' us 1"
music.
ob me dis time, but ·I jes' reckon I lay fo' him "And more are coming," cried Frank; "that
There was no doubt but that it was notes of. now, an' I fix him fo' suah. ·•
beats anything I ever SIJ<W before in my life."
a. snake-charmer's reed. Frank understood At this moment Frank came on deck with ·• We had better go ahead at once," declared
well now how the man in the coracle had dared his suit of armor on.
Gulah, "If not they may swarm so thick here
to invade the jungle.
The electrical connections he ·had left off, as to prevent our goin~ either way." .
"That is the chap, and that is his method," he for he did not reckon upon there being any This suggestion was at once acted 'upon.
Forward they went and the next moment
declared. "Well, perhaps we can rake up just need 'tlf making use of them.
as good a method."
Prince Gulah was wonders truck.
were in the midst of the deadly throng of rep" What shall we do 1"
"Good, sahib," he cried with delight. "It \;iles.
"Go back to the air-ship,"
is wonderful. I have never seen the like."
A wonderful scene ensued.
So back to the air-ship they went. Ascend- "You. can see now, prince," said Frank, The cobras with mad fury struck at the ining the gang ladder they once m'o re stood on calmly, "how I propose to defy the cobras. vaders, and even curled about their leg\
deck.
They can never hope to strike their venomous But the iron heels trod them under foot, a
Prince Gulah met them with a smile.
fangs through the steel meshes, and I can de- blow with a club dispatched them, and in this
"w·efl," he said. "Now, what do you think stroy them with a grip of my hand if I de way the three men made their way with imof the tel'rors of the Black Jungle 1"
sire."
punity through the wriggling mass which
"They are tormidable indeed," declared "Wonderful!" Cl'·ied Gulah, clap~ing his blocked their way.
Frank, "but th~re is a way to meet them."
hands. "It is better than the wizard's spell. But for the armor they would have been dead
"What is it1"
Then you will go at ence into the jungle~"
a hundred times.
"I will show you."
"Yes."
For a time, as they kept on, it seemed as if
"Good, sahib!"
"Ah, tl:j.at I could go also."
there .would be no end to the army of reptiles
Frank motioned to Barney and the two went "You shall," replied Frank.
surging; from the jungle..
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But after a time the path became clear, and
scarcely a cobra ·was in sight.
"By.Jove! I believe we have got befona the
danger line," cried Frank.
But the words had barely left his lips, when
a thrilling thing occurred.
'
There was a low, deep growl just ahead, a
flash of color, and then down into the path directly in front of them there descended a mammoth specimen of the fierce, man-eating tiger.
He was a fierce monster, and brought the explorers to a halt with an awful sense of terror.
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The next moment Frank had only time to "Forward, sahlbs!" cried Gulah, as he rushed
behold a vision of yellow hide, flaming eyeballs on. "Death to the woman stealer! Down with
and sharp 'Yhite teeth. He was hurled to the him!"
'
ground with catapult force.
"Prince Nadja, the abductor, saw that a crisis
The big tiger's teeth closed upon his shoulder. had ·come. He heard the words of his rival
The strong teeth grated over the steel armor, and shouted, defiantly:
but did not penetrate it. This was the saving "Come on and try, Nadj~, if you dare. He
of the yqung inventor's life. But for the armor will never give up Nida alive."
.
he would have been crushed to death.
"Coward!" cried Gulah, impetuously. "I
An awful cry of horror went up from Barney dare you to co1pe out and fight mesingleha'n dand Gulah. For a moment they believed that ed."
Frank Reade, J:-.'s, fate was sealed.
"I do not fight with dogs!"
." Och hone,Misther Frank is k ilt, intoirely!" "You are a coward!"
1
CHAPTER XXXVI.
cried Barney, wildly. "Bad luck to the baste, "Perhaps I am, but you will never get Nidt.
THE FIGHT WITH THE TIGER-DRIVEN TO BAY. I'll have his skin for it!''
She is mine, and before I give her up, I will
THE huge beast Jay in their path, lashing its With this the Celt placed his rifle muzzle kill her.''
tail, and glaring at them in a fierce manner. plumb against the tiger's· body and pulled the At the same moment there was a scuffie ill
Pen cannot describe the sensations of the three trigger.
the bungalow, arrd a wild . scream. Then
men.
The effect was marvelous. The big beast Prince Nadja appeared on the piazza with Nida
Prince Gul ab was the calmest.
gave a plunge, a yell of agony, relaxed his hold in his arms.
He had faced the man-eater before, and knew upon Frank and turned upon Barney. But He held her like a captive bird, and in his
perhaps better what to do than anyone else.
even as he did so the spark of life went out right hand was a murderous knife.
·
"It is the man-eater, sahib!" he muttered. and the tiger fell dead.
"Stop where you are!" he shouted. ·
"Wait, do not fire yet,"
Franlf scrambled to hi.s feet uninjured. Gulab "Coward!' cried Gulab, with an awful horFrauk hadl thrown his rifle to his shoulder sprang up, a'nd Barney gave a wild whoop of ror. "You will not dare to kill h.er.''.
for the purpose of firing a shot at the beast.
triumph .
"I .d are anything," yelled the cornered viiBut he desisted at the ad vice of the Indian "Whurroo!" be ,yelled. "Shure that's the lain. "I give you warning. If you do not, deprince.
toime Barney Shea did his duty. Bad cess to si~ t in your · a~tempt and leave the jungle at
"Perhaps I can drive h im away," said Gulab, the baste!"
once, I wil_l plunge this dagger into her heart.
coolly. "I will try it.''
It was certainly a narrow escape. But as no I have sworn that she shall be mine. Before
With wonderful coolness, the Hindoo drew one was h1jured, mutual congratulations were she shall be yours I will kill her.''
exchanged, and then they pressed on along the
from his pocket a small object.
As he held it up, Frank saw what it was. It path.
CJ;IAP'rER XXXVII.
was nothing more nor less than a Chinese For some ways they journeyed on without
0
fire ball.
hindrance, and finally the path began to broadN To THE souTH PoLE.
These ignited, burned with a fierce fury for en.
Tms announcement Nadja had made \11 the
several m inutes, and were dazzling in their At every step almost they encountered co- Hindoo tongue. But his expression and geslibrightness to look at.
bras, bu t they had ceased to pay heed to these. ures were all con1preb,ensive to the others.
Now if there is anything the tiger fears it is \ Suddenly a w ild cry escaped Gulah's lips. At Gulah, of course, understood every word.
fir e.
the same moment a fem inine shriek went up For a moment he stood literally petrified wi th
Brave enough at other timeii,•fire will cow on. tbe air anQ. then tbe sharp crack of a rifle horror.
·'
him and drive h im from his quarry in many followed .
He knew well enough that the wretch would
cases.
Gulah reeled as the bullet struck him, bu t he keep his ·word and plunge the dagger into Nida's
But there were exceptions, as·, of course, recovered himself quickly and sprang forwar d. breast. It was a moment of horror and inde ·
there are in many cases. However, Gulah Deep in a small clearing in the jungle was a cision.
quickly ignite<l' the fire ball.
cottage or bungalow, built of cane and light "What shall be done, sahib r• gro~j,ned Gu·
Then he threw it directly at the t iger. It woods. It was overhung with vines and littl lab.
struck the ground directly in front of the big could be seen of the structure except. at close "He has got the best of us just now," said
beast and flamed up 'furiously.
quarters.
F rank. "But can we not reason with him~" 1
One moment the big animal crouched before At the window of this structure Gulah had Gulah shook his head.
the fire bail, then with a tremendous roar that seen a young girl of great beauty but pallid of "Impossible!" he replied.
seemed to shake the ground, it made a leap for- feature. It was her cry which rang through Nida lay over the wretch's arm quite insensiward.
·
the forest at sight of him.
ble. The deadly knife hung in mid-air. The
Directly over the flame the tiger leaped, and "Nidal" cried the Indian prince, wildly. "It white face of the Hindoo woman keeper was at
a warning cry came from Gulah.
,
is you. I have come to save you.''
one of the windows.
"Sahib, look out! Fire quick!"
But at that moment the form of a handsome "I mean it," reiterated Prince Nadja. " If
Then the Indian prince pulled the trigger of dark skinned fellow of about Gulah's appear- you dare to advance a step further I will bury
his rifle. Almost synonymously he dropped ance and age appeared at the door.
this knife in her heart!" ·
flat upo,n the ground.
At sight of the invaders he had snatched up "Vi1 retch!" cried Gulah, heatedly. "You
The result was that the tiger, which had a rifle and fired. The steel armor prevented will not dare do that.''
sprang at his throat, went clean over his pros- Gulah's being hurt.
"Yes, I dare.''
trate form.
It was Prince Nadja, and he had dared to "But she will be lost to both of us ~en.''
Striking the ground beyond, the beast lay a penetrate this perilous tract, and here con- ' · It matters not. If she cannot be mine, she
moment in a quivering heap, face to face with struct a cage for his captive bird.
shall not be yours. I have sworn it.''
Frank ·Reade, Jr., and 'Barney.
It was a cage which he had believed, would Gulah interpreted this to Frank and Barney.
For a moment be crouched there lashing his be safe enough for all time, for he did not be- In their suits of armor they had nothing to
tail furiously.
lieve that any of his kind would dare invade fear from rifle balls and they might·have atA warning cry came from Gulah.
the place.
tacked the bungalow with perfect safety.
"Look out, Sahib. He will j ump no~.''
Learning the art of the snake charmer, he But the wily Nadja knew that they would
Frank, swift as thought, threw his elephant had managed to travel with impunity in the not make the attack at the sacrifice o& Nicla's
jungle. He had brought Nida here with the life.
rifle to his shoulder and fired.
It carried a deadly explosive shell. F rank greatest peril.
Clearly he had the best of the situation. Just
had fired for the a nimal's mouth. Had the shell As it was, t he interior of the house, doors how to circumvent him was n'ow the question.
entered it, t he t igers h ead would have been and windows were protected with netting, Frank was thoughtful a moment. Then an
blown off and the struggle ended at once.
through which the cobras could not crawl.
idea came into h is head. He hastened to carry
B ut unfortunately t he shell struck the t iger An old H indoo woman , the w ife of a sn ake it into execution.
in t he breast. ·
charmer, was also an inmate of the place, a nd "Gulah ," he said, quietly; " You engage t he
A r en t was t or n in t he thick hide an d t he mus- really was keeper over Nida.
villain in conversation. I will--"
cles lacerated. It \Vas a painful b"ijt not fatal It was cer tainly a secure h iding-place, but B ut Frank did .n ot finish t he sentence. The
w ound, and just enough t o inflame t he beast'-s fate had brought t he rescuers t o t he spot, and sh arp r eport of a pistol r ang out upon t he a ir
temper.
just at a good t ime too.
\ The a bductor of beautiful Nia a reeled, drop·
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ped the knife in his hand, threw up his arms In a fe-w hours the open sea made. the horiCHAPTER XXXVIII.
and felL
zon and the island of Ceylon was taken fare·
OVER THE ICE FIELDS.
Prince Gulah, white-faced, stood with the well of.
"WHICH ough.t to make your fame, doctor,"
smoking pistol in his hand.
"Now for the South Pole!'' cried Dr. Van- cried Frank. "You should begin work upon
"Tell me not that I have killed her," he cried, ey ke. "Yo1,1 will not attempt to cross over to a drawing to be known forever as Vaney ke's
in a constrained voice. "I will then kill my- Australia, Frank~"
chart."
•
_ self."
·
, ·
"No," replied the young inventor, decidedly. "Ah, the fame belohgs not to me so much as
"No!" cried Frrn'k, excitedly, as he sprung "A straight course for the South Pole, and to you, sir," replied the scientist, heartily. "I
forwar'd. " You have done her no harm, Gu- then once more nothward for Cape Horn, and may make the chart, but you have the credit of
lah, but·yo•1 dared much in firing that shot."
thence home."
the invention of this wonderful air-ship, which
"It; was the only chance."
"Which will complete our wonderful trip enabled me to come hither and make it."
"Yes, and it counted,"
from north to south around the globe."
"Yet such a chart would be a wonderful aid
~
The Hindoo muttered a prayer of thanks to "If nothing bars us."
to mariners in the Antarctie waters."
h~ Deity, and followed at Frank's heels.
"I trust nothing may."
"Very true," replied the doctcr, "and I am
Reaching the prostrate pair, Frank bent down "We have had good luck thus far," declared the luckiest man in the world to be able to
over t hem.
Frank, "and have accomplished much good." make it."
The Hindoo wail dead.
"You are right.''
Frank left the cabin and went out upon deck.
'rhe bullet had -pierced h.i s heart. It was a "If the rest of our journey is as successful The day was beautiful, the sky cloudless,
wonderful shot for Prince Gulah. ~'he Princess w·~ need find no fault.''
and the ocean like a mirror. Far to the east-,
Nida'Was uninjured.,
"Not a bit of it."
ward two ships lay becalmed.
•
frank drew a brandy flask from his pocket The Zephyr D1ftintained a comfortable alti- But the air-ship kept on the same steady
and applied it to her lips. The draught brought. ~ude now of a thousand feet, and niove-d swift· course to the southward. Frank looked in
the color t o her cheeks and she opened her eyes. ly along on her o.ourse.
that direction and reflected that the distance
'rhis was to look up into the fac\,of her true The skies were beautifJil and the air balmy. was mighty and that weeks even must pass
love. It was a powerful elixir, an<l had the ef- The ocean breeze was cooling and enjoyable.
before it was covered by the Zephyr in spite of
feet of quickly reviving her.
Numerous small archipelagoes were passed its mighty rate of speed.
'fhat meeting between the lovers was a most over, and.after a time all land fell out qf sight. Small islands were frequent. Some of these
joy otis one. Frank and Barney busied them· Only the ·peculiar dull yellow haze of the were inhabited and some were not. The nasel ves with searching the cabin and making a southern ocean lay 11,11 about. Occasionally a ti ves were mostly of the copper colored type pe·
prisoner of the old woman who had be-en Nida's ship was seen flying the. American or British culiar to the South Seas.
.
keeper.
flag.
Only once was a descent made and then it
Prince Gulah ~resented Nida to the Ameri· But of all the craft which dotted the mighty was to fill the storage jars with wat~r.
.
cans~ short wh1le later. She could not spea~' expanse, the most.were Chinese junks, Malay The Zephyr ~ept on her meteor hke fl.tg~t.
Engltsh, but she l~oked her unutterable g~.·at1- proas and vessels of the same ilk.
Hundr~ds of m1les of.wa~er was passed over Ill·
tude to .them.
.
.
.
lt could be seen that the appearance ot the that mt~hty pa~sage m at.r.
A return to the a1r·Sh1p was now proposed. air-ship made a great sensation upon the decks Much m the lme of curwus phenomena was
It was then :}rranged ~hat the Zephyr should of the vessels below.
seen. The Polar Lights at times showed above
land then1.at the point where the prince's body In a few cases salutes were fired and one the horizon with wonderful brHliancy. Soq~e.
guard was in. waiting.
.
.
.
piratical-looking craft tried to send~ cannon- times at night the sea pre~ente~ one bright
On t he return to the atr-shtp th~;; Prmcess ball up and fetch the floating wonder down. , phosphorescent blaze, lookmg like a sea of
Nida was carried upon the shoulders of Barney But fortunately the shot did not reach ·the fire.
'
The. search-light of the Zephyr ~irecte~ down
a nd Gulah. Th~s elevated she stood in no dan- Zeph;r.
ger from the po.tsonous fangs of the cobras.
By way of retaliation, Frank dropped a bomb upon tt produced ~n effect wholly mdescrtbable.
A perfect legwn of the snakes were encoun- in the water, the commotion created nearly Altogether the tnp was a novel and wonderful
tered on the return. But protected as they swamping the questionable craft.
one.
w er e b y t~e sqits o~ armor the three rescuers This settled the argument at once, and lii!e . No~od:Y" enjoyed it more than the aged scien·
dtd not mmd them m the leas't.
uncivil one went its way sadder and perhaps tlst htmself, Dr. Vaneyke.
The old Hindoo woman by her own request wiser.
·
'
' He was constantly entering new data in hls
was left in the jungle. The body of Nadja was St'll t th
th
d d
ft
d
th journal, aild fresh material was always at
. cl t h
1
o
e sou war , ay a er ay,
e ha d
b~:e due .~:~rse they came out of the jungle Zephyr tkept. Soont ad noticeable change in ~t .proper intervals Frank took bearings and
h h
f th I k
tempera ure was no e .
f
d th t. tl
. dl
. . h A
path and upon t e s ore o
e a · e. .
They were leaving the tropics and ·approach- ou~
a 1ey were rapt y nearmg t e nt·
H ere t hey f?und the .zephyr all nght and ing rapidly the cooler atmosphere of the lower arcttc S~as.
·
t h ey were hatled hearttly by Pomp and Dr. T
t Z
Th'
t d'
bl. The au· now began to grow colder, the sk1es
Vaneyke _.
eml.per~ e odnet.h
l.s .wt asfnoll a tsah~rehea e clearer" and less balmy. At times a southerly
•
rea tzatwn an
e sp1n s o a were 1g .
h
In a few moments they were once more safe- " Wh t 1 d h 11
t 'k
t F
k ~"gale w;rs seen to sweep t e sea.
The air ship avoided these b
· ·
b
a an s a we s rt e nex • ran'·
b
d
l y on oar ·
.
• .
asked Dr. Vaneyke as he strolled into the
·
.
y rt~mg ~ eve
Explanations followed, a JOyfuL.reumon was
.
h
h
'
.
t
b . them. In fact no acctdent of any kmd, or un·
.
cabm w ere t e young mven or was us11y 1
·
h d h f
t he r esult, and then the Zephyr satled away
.
h t
peasant expenence a t us ar befallen them.
.
h .
studymg
some
c
ar
s.
s
•t
b
·
··t· 1 h'll
d
d
1
b ird-like upon 1ts return over t e Junge:
"Well, said Frank with a smile "it will
oon 1 ecame post 1ve Y c 1 y~ an one ay
It was not long before the spot was stghted
t'.
b f
'
'tt d' t f
t the voyagers appeared on. deck w1th overcoats
.
be some tme e ore we are perm1 e
o eas
from which they had started. The Hmdoo
th 1 d
. ,
on.
e. was yet there, and they greeted the our
Th en came a ch ange of fl. anne 1s au d th e d onbody-guartt
"Igaze upon ,e an agam.
air-ship with wild cheers.
suppose
so.
Lling
of thicker garments all around. Furs
1
The Zephyr settled down upon the earth once "We shall ~n~ounter a few islands, but for soon were necessary, artificial heat was requir·
more, and Prince Gulah wrung Frank's hand, the mos~ part ~~ 1s all open sea f~om here to the ed in the cabin and much of the time was spent
h said earnestly:
Antarct1c coutment. 'Ve shall not see much there.
as.. ;ahib, I shall never forget you. You have land there, you know, for it is all covered with Frost appeared upon the steelwork of the
made me the happiest person in all the world. ice and snow.'' .
air· ship, apd snow squalls were not infrequent.
I only wish I had an air-ship like this. My "Unless there IS a warm valley around the It was quite evident that they were upon the
fortune !nd my title are yours if you will only S~~th Pole.''
.
.
borders of the South Frigid Zone.
.
build me one like it."
.
I hardly credtt that. The first pomt of land Ic~bergs were frequent, and one morning
"That would be quite impossible," said we c~n:e. to, however, will be what is called l!'rank called Dr. Vaneyke to the rail.
Frank, with a smile. "However, I am glad to Terrnmatwu Land. I P~?pose to keep along .H;e held his glass to his eyes and said:
have been able to serve you. Good-bye."
the coast to Repulse bay.
"Doctor, as sure as you live, we are in sight
Frank saluted Prince Gulah and Nida the "Ah, that is a grand idea. We shall soon of land." "
prince's guard cheered, and the air-ship 'rose know whether there is an inner sea or not, a "Eh!" exclaimed the doctor. "You don't tell
like a bird.
·
question much mooted among former explorers me that 1"
Frank and his compa~ions waved the Ameri- of this part of the world. This will be worth "Yes, I do."
can flag over the rail. Then tlie Zephyr took a everything to science.'' ·
" Then the Antarctic Continent is near at
due southerly course.
hand~"
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"So it seems,''
Dr. Vaneyke was at the rail and had cried will certainl y not be devoid of the humane ele" Good! That will be another rare chance excitedly:
ment," cried Frank. "We have been fortunate
for me to add to my store of specimens and "Land bo!"
enongh to render succor to many unfortunate
scientific data."
"vVhereaway 1" shouted Frank Reade, Jr., people thus far.'
"I think it will," agreed Frank. ".I think as he rushed from the .cabin.
" That is the best part of the t rip, " cried Dr.
you will find it a pretty cold place to explore, "Dead to the southeast," replied the scien- Vaneyke.
though."
tist. "I take it that it must be the Antarctic But the Zephyr now bore down toward t he
But Dr. Vaneyke bad no thought of hard- continent."
ice bound ship.
sh ip in the pursuit of Jus favorite vocation.
"Right on are," cried Frank. "It can be Very soon the airship settled down and rested
He procured a glass, and proceeded to study ·nothing else."
upon the ice field not fifty yards frgm the vestbe distant line of the Antarctic Continent. It All crowded forward to view the wonderful sel.
seemed to him as if the air-ship crawled along sight.
It was seen to be a craft of quite large size,
!l.t snail's pace.
A long white line on the horizon was all that full rigged for a clipper ship, and the deck was
"Only to think," he reflected, exuberantly. could be seen of the Polar land, But the sea roofed over in the fashion of Arctic vessels.
"I am given a chance heretofore accorded to below was one vast ice field, and the cold wind But no smoke came from the galley pipes,
no other scientist in the world. I shall pass which swept the Zephyr's decks was such as to nor was there a footprint in the snow, or s ign
directly over the unexplored regions of the make the explorers shiver in their fur suits.
of life about.
South Pole. I shall soon be able to solve the It seemed certain that they had at last come This looked ominous indeed to the explorers.
mystery of centuries."
to the wonderful and unexplored land of the "Upon my word," mu.ttered Frank, "it
Indeed, it did appear that the doctor had a South l'ole.
begins to look to me as if . bhe crew of this nnwonderful opportunity.
Nearer the air-ship drew.
fortunate ship wEl're all dead.''
Barney and Pomp, however, were disposed A mare d.ismal and desolate sight the human "Let us hope not," rejoined Dr. V:aneyke.
to view it in a more practical mood.
mind could not conceive.
·
' The gang ladder was lowered, and Frank a nd
Barney, on the fore-deck, ·was slapping hi s The vast still plains of ice and snow, the ab- Barney prepared to pay a visit to t.he)ce -bound
hands around his sides in the vain attempt to sence of vegetation or animal life of any kind ship.
keep them warm,
was a scene so drear and lonesome as to nigh In a few moments they were ready. As tbe
"Begorra, it's too blasted cold for me any pall upon one's senses. One thought filled the snow was quite deep, it was necessary t o use
way!" he cried. "Shure I niver can stand it at minds of all, and this was what a horrible fate snow-shoes.
all, at aU·"
it would be to be left alone in this awful wil- In ~his manner Barney and Frank covered
"Hub!" grunted Pomp, disdainfully. "Yo' derness.
the intervening distance.
won' die fo' it, !'ish. I jes' reckon yo' ain' sugar The very grave-like stillness would seem to · When they reached the door to the ship's
nor salt. Yo' won't freeze nor melt in dese drive one stark raving mad.
cabin they felt satisfied that no li~ing being
times."
With a shiver all turned away but Dr. Van- was on board.
"Be jabers, who axed yez to put in yer oar, eyke.
Frank was prepared to see a row of ghastly
naygur 1" roared Barney, excitedly. "Shure, The scientist seemed fascinated by the scene, skeletons inside as he forced in the door.
if yez thry that agen, I'll shpile the beauty av and as he continued to gaze upon it, a start- The old ship's timbers creaked as they stepyer face for yezl''
ling sight met his gaze.
ped into the cabin. The air was cl;till and cellar
"Yo' amn't able, Irisber.''
.
It was an object in the vast expanse which like. At first it seemed dark, but as their eyes
"Ain't able, eh 1" growled Barney. "On _me attracted his gaze, and held it for a moment, got accustomed- to the light the visitors were
won·ud, if yez say that agin I dhrop yez over until a wild cry burst from his lips.
able to look about them.
the rail!"
"Hoi ship ahoy!''
To Frank's relief, however, no dead bodies,
"Don' give us no mo' ob yo' cheap talk!" re- Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp, all no ghastly skeletons were seen. The appointtorted Pomp, who was inclined to be plucky. started as if shot.
ments-of the cabin were seen to be rich and
"I don' care nuftln' fo' yo' at all, sah."
"What~" cried Frank, in great amazement. tasty.
"Bejabers, I'll make yez care!" cried the Celt, "A ship in this awful spot 1"
The two explorers m!tde a hasty trip through
excited ly. "Shure, I'll tache yea lesson of civ- "That is the truth!" replied Dr. Vaneyke, the vessel. Stores and everything seemed inility to a gintlemanl"
earnestly. "Just look out yond!ld"
tact. The great question was as tv what had
"Yo' call yo'sef a gentleman~.. cried Pomp, All gazed in the d irection indicated by the become of the crew.
derisively. "Hub! yo' amn't any fin' but a big scientist, and his affirmation was at once veri- That they had left the sh ip was certain, but
blowing Mick. I don' care two cents for yo', fied.
at what time and in what manner it was not
sah!"
easy to guess.
"Yez ·don't, eh 1" growled Barney. "Jist
CHAPTER XXXIX.
However, in returning through the cabin,
howld yer breath an' I'll show yez a thri9k or
THE . IcE-BouND sHIP,
Frank saw the open pages of a log book on the
two. Shure, I'm onto yez.''
THERE, not five miles distant, and seemingly table.
With this Barney picked up a greasy rag, wedged in among the ice floes were visibie the At once he proceeded to r ead the entries as
made into a wad, and flung it at Pomp.
white sails of a ship.
follows:
It took the darky fair in the right eye, and It was · apparently a vessel of the whaling
"May the 5th, 18-.
comp!Hely closed it. ..(1.. bowl of pain burst type. It seemed nipped in the ice.
,
u"sOnAboacrd ttah~ shJip Vestast' of New BedtfordM,Mka~s.,
·
'I' fi
.
h
'· h
. d f . . . ap m erry
earns, maser:
a mg
f rom tb e d ar k Y•s 1·1ps.
he rst quest10n t at arose m t e mm s o Cape Horn the latter part ofFebr.uary, we have been 1
Then Barney roared with laughter. To him the explorers of course was as to whether the bl~wn fron~ our course by terrific g_ales a~d head
.
.
:
.
.
.
.
wmds, until we have found ourselves m tbe ICe floes
1t seemed the funmest tbmg 1magmable. crew were yet alive or not.
of the Antarctic circle. For a month we have in vain
But it was not so funny a moment later.
At that distance of course no sign of life ~~~Jr~s~~~lrt:.f'l. out of this wyderness of ice and
The darl'Y recovered suddenly, and yelled: coul d be seen.
"~ut every effort has proved of no avail, and ":e
"Massy sakes, but yo' nigh killed me, chile. "It is very likely some sealing vessel which ar!l at a loss to. know what to do. The Antarctic
'l
l
•
'f
•
d'
·
•t"
h
ht
'h
.
fl
·
,
d
d
wmter
set mmonths
and weatcannot
for
I geo square Wl yo l S very mmn1 .
as got caug among " e 1ce oes,
ec1a re seven orhas
eight
least.1p0ve
God from
alonehere
knows
Quick as thought Pomp picked up a wad of Frank.
what will be our fate. May He be with us."
the same material and flung it at Barney.
"Begorra, I don't see anything av the crew,'• Here the journal broke off. Only a few more
It took the Celt fair in the stomach. Vijith a said Barney.
entries of minor importance were found.
gasp Barney sat down very hard upon/ the "No, they are not in sight," r eplied Frank. Frank read the jotting with interest, bu~ the
deck.
.
"It is possible that they are in the cabin.''
mystery was not yet solved by any 'm eans.
"Mnrtherl" be howled, between intervals for "If they have s urvived," modified Dr. Van- What bad become of the crew 1
breath. Shure, ye have-kilt-me intirely. I'll eyke.
Had they deserted the ship and made their
-have the-the loife av yez fer this!"
"Unless the sh ip has been here for many escape in some way over the ice fields 1 Yet
Pomp was now the one to laugh. It is said years I would venture that we will find them this did not seem probable.
that he who laughs last laugh best. Certainly alive," declared Frank.
A solution of the mystery did not seem near
the darky did the act in hearty style.
" Let b.s hope so."
at hand.
Barney recovered in a moment, horever, and " Bejabers, mebbe we k in do thim a good " What do yez think av it, Misther Frank 1''
would have made another rush a bis tor- turn, jist as we did the Englishmen in India," asked Barney.
.
menter, but at that moment a loud cry came said Barney.
"I don't know what to think," replied the
from forward.
"The results <>f th is trip around the world young inventor.
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"Shure it's quare enough!"
Then l'ompflung down the rope. It fell luck- However, nothing was to be gained by re·
"Yes, it is. One thing is sure. The crew of ily within the reach of Frank Reade, J.r.
maining in the vicinity.
this ship are not now on board of her."
He grasped it and at the same moment The Zephyr once more took her course over
"Tbn.t's thrue, but phwat the divil bas be· threw an arm about Barney. The noose in the the ice fields and pursued it.
come av thim 1;,
rope slipped over Frank's shoulders and tight· ' The ship, however, and her crew was the
"It is a mystery. There are several explana- ened.
subject of general discourse.
tions. One might be that they left the ship of The young inventor bung to the rope and In general respects the scenery of the South
~heir own accord;. another that they have been shouted:
Poln.r-region did not materially differ from that
re.s cued by some visiting vessel~and again they "All right, Pomp! Pull away!"
of the North Pole.
may have ~andered away and got lost."
There was little need of the adjuration. It looked, if possible, a trifle more drear
"Begorra, if it's the latter, I'm thinkin' ye'll Pomp was joined by Dr. Vaneyke and both be- and uninviting. Animal and vegetable lifP.
Diver see tbim again."
gan to pull upon the rope.
was not so common. Yet there were the same
"You are right, Barney. They have long But it quickly became evident that the strain ice floes, the mighty glaciers and the vast bergs
since perished in the ice fields."
was too much for them.
just as een beyond the 80th degree north.
"Shure, I hope not."
Seeing this, Frank shouted:
Pomp and Barney would not abandon the
"So do I. Yet I must confess there is little "Take a turn about .sometbing, Pomp. Then hope of finding the crew of the Vesta.
hope of ever finding them." _
bold firm."
·The long Antarctic day was on, and the spell
"Ocb hone! tbats too bad."
At the same moment Frank sai!i to Barney: of darkness was slight indeed. It was very
"Let us make a ~ore thorough search of the " You bang onto the rope. Don't lose cour- enjoyable to ~it on the deck, thickly eJlcase·d
cabin. Then we Cl!-n tell to a better purpose" age and bang on."
from head to foot in furs, and watch the polar
"All roigbt, sor/'
"All roigbt, sorl" replied Barney.
phenomena, which was ever present, day and
Another search of the cabin was made. But Then Frank began to go band over-band up night.
it resulted in little beyond discovering the fact l:rbe rope. This left Barney dangling below, Frank busied himself with Dr. Vaneyke
that ~be Vesta bad sailed from New Bedford but the Celt ·bung on pluckily.
making ·s cientific observations and records.
two years previous and had been oi1 the way to Up the rope Frank went 1and very soon bad But Barney and Pomp kept an incessant
Chili for a cargo of nitrate.
reached the rail of the air·ship. Over it be watch at the rail, with the firm and fond belief
Many evidences of the character of the crew sprang and onto the deck of the air·sbip.
that they would surely sight the Vesta's cast'
were found.
Then be :~;ejoined Dr. Vaneyke and Pomp. aways.
·
By the' ship's register it was seen t hat four· Seizing bold of the rope be cried:
And one morning their efforts found reward.
teen men constituted all the souls on board. "Three of us ought to pull Barney aboard. Barney in the pilot· bouse saw something
That they were simply seafaring men was evi- Now, all together."
that looked like a flag far distant over the ice
dent.
All together they did pull and up came waters.
This was all of any importance that they Barney. In another moment the Celt was safe He seized a glass and gave it a critical surcould gather, and satisfied of this fact Frank aboard the Zephyr.
vey. In a moment his suspicions were consaid:
The ice belBW was tos~ing and crashing wild- firmed.
"Come, Barney, let's go back to the Zephyr." ly. The ship, ice-bound for many months, "Wbur.roo!" be shouted. •( Wud yez come
"All roigbt, sor."
seemed likely to change its position and per- here, naygur 1 On me worrud, there's the crew
They lef t the cabin of the vessel and started haps be freed from the embrace in which it bad av the ship as we've been on the lookout for."
across the ice for the air-ship.
been so long.
" Golly, you'se right, !'ish!" cried Pomp,
But they had not taken ten · steps when a The voyagers on board the Zephyr watched wildly. "Jes' call Marse Frank as soon as yo.
startled cry burst from Barney.
the phenomenon with deep interest.
can."
"Shure, Mr. Frank, wud yoo luk at that!"
"Begorra, I think av the crew av that ship But Frank had heard the words and came
Frank did look at the object indicated by were on board now, they wud be loikely to get forward instantly.
Barney. It was a thrilling sight.
free," cried Barney.
"What do you chaps mean 1" he exclaimed,
Upheaved by the pressure of the ice field was "Golly! dat's a fac'!'' agreed Pomp.
tersely. "Are you in earnest1"
one block of ice of many tons wetght. In its "Yes," said Frank, slowly, "it looks as if " Cut me lroaL, kill me dead," asserted Pomp,
clear, crystal-like body was the form of a man, the Vesta would drift out with the pack ice. earnestly," we jes' tell yo' de solemn fac', Marse
wrapped in canvas as if prepared for burial.
There is no cloubt but that the summer current Frank."
That it was one of the crew of the ship who has set in, and this whole field of ice will drift "Begorra, the naygur is roight," cried Barbad died and been buried in the ice was certain. northward until the ·warmer waters dissolve il." ney. "Ivery worrud bespeaks is the truth."
The two explorers gazed at it with horror, and "Correct," agreed Dr. Vaneyke;" that is acer- Frank said no more, but at once seized the
undoubtedly would have taken some action re- tain sure thing."
·
glass and began to study the dista'nt flag.
garding it, but at that moment a wild cry came "Bejabers, an' cud yez tell me what wud be- He became at once satisfied that it indeed
from ,lihe air-ship.
come av the ship wbin it gets .free from the marked a camp and that human beings, perThe ice plain was suddenly seen to pitch and ice?" cried Barney.
haps the crew of the Vesta, were its inmates.
hea>e, and Frank .and -Barney were thrown "Surely!" replied Frank. "She will sail Pomp bad gone to the pilot-house and head·
violently down.
about at rand'om until some gale swamps her ed the Zephyr directly toward the flag.
Great ice cakes thundered about them, and and sends her to the bottom of the sea."
The air-ship now bore down toward it with
tpey seemed certain to be engulfed in their "Massy sakes ali be!'' cried Pomp. "Dat am fult speed. In a few moments a large ice hut
midst which would mean a horrible death.
a pity, fo' she am a nice ship."
was seen, and about it were congregated half a
"Yes, she is a nice ship," agreed Frank. dozen men clad in fur suits.
"Her timbers, no doubt, are as sound as ever, They were waving their hands and seemed
QHAPTER XL.
in spite of being encased so long in the ice."
much excited at sight of the air-ship. 'The U .
THE C.A.ST.A.W.A.YS .A.RE FOUND.
"I have it, Misther Frank!" cried Barney, S. flag which bung from the pole above the hut
IT was a perilous position in which Frank excitedly.
was tattered and torn by the violent . winter
and Barney were placed. The vast ice field "What 1"
winds.
had started. to break up at an unfavorable mo- "Shure, it m&y be that the poor divils are "Wburroo !" yelled Barne . "I·tell ye it is
ment.
alive yet, an' we may run acrost some av tbim. lhe crew av the Vesta. Shure, it's luck we've
$th were thrown upov- their faces but were If we do, sor--"
sthruck this toime."
. quickly upon their feet. !t was Pomp who bad "If we do," interrupted Frank, "we will cer· But if those on board the air-ship were pleas' sent up the warning cry from the air-ship's tainly r estore them to their ship. But I am ed,· the forlorn remnant" of the castaway crew
! deck.
not sanguine."
were a hundred-fold more overjoyed.
The brave darky saw the peril of his com- "Golly! I jes' hopes we will," put in Pomp, They seemed to view the air-ship with wonwith shining eyes. "Dat would be de bes' fing der and tben broke into a .wild dance of depanions and was quick to act.
light.
.
" Doctor, yo' jes' go to de pilot-house I" he yet."
cried. " Let de Zephyr up for a few feet. Den "It · is not impossible," rejoined Dr. Van· Every moment the Zephyr drew nearer and
I do de rest."
eyke.
soon bung over the camp not more than one
Pomp seized a rope, while the scientist did But Frank' was skeptical. He did not believe hundred feet above.
as he was bid. Into the pilot-house be sprang that any of the crew of the Vesta had sur- Frank at the rail bailed the castaways:
and the air-ship shot up into the air.
vived.
''Ahoy the camp!'' be shouted.
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" Ahoy the air-ship !'' came back the reply After this they revived and seemed like new "How will you do that?" asked the captain,
from a gray bearded man, whose haggard feat- beings. The air-ship at once took a back course in surprise.
ures and wild eye3 bespoke the life of privation to the spot whP.re the Vest~ had been last seen. "I will :show you."
1
and hardship he had endured for a long time.
FranK had hopes of' overtaking the ice-floe Frank went into the cabin and came out with
"'Vho are you?"
,
.
·
in which they had last seen the Vesta before an electric bomb.
"We are the crew of the ship Vesta, cast- it got out to sea, or in such a position that the He went to the rail of the ship and told Pomp
away fourteen months ago. I am Jerry Stearns, Vesta would be likely to break up.
to send the Zephyr ahead a short distance.
tbe ship's master. Six of us are left-the rest The crew of the Vesta were now on deck and Pomp obeyed, and then choosing a convenient
have passed in their final accounts!" '
eagerly taking in the novelty of a voyage on spot, Frank let the bomb drop.
"Captain Stearns, I greet you!" replied board the Zephyr.
It struck the ice with a stunnin g explosion.
Frank, c~;erily. "I think your troubles are To them it was a wonderful experience, The e~ect was most remarkable to witness.
at an end.
though the bluff old sailors who had from in- The 1ce field shook and trembled and rose in
" God he praised, if that is th~ truth! But fancy battled the ocean's storms would shake great billows. There was a gigantic upheaval
who are you and what manner of wonderful their heads, and say:
and a wide channel was instantly opened.
ship is that which sails in the aid"
.
"It's not the same as life aboard a good, Into this the Vesta drifted, completely free
" This is the Zephyr, an invention of mine, stanch ship. Give me the ocean waves and the of the ice, and a mighty cheer went up from the
and I am Frank Reade, Jr., an American citi· stiff, S<J.lt breeze."
crew.
,
zen."
•
·
But Captain Stearns was an exception.
They sprang into the rigging, and sails were
" I greet you, Mr. Reade," replied Captain "I tell you navigation of the air is solved!'' at once spread and the ship filied away before
Stearns. " Certainly your invention is a won- he declared. "n is wonderful. l'll have me the wind.
derful one. A new era is certainly at hand, an air-ship now."
The Zephyr hung over the Vesta until the
now that the problem of navigation of the air Frank smiled, bu·t made no comment. He snip jZOt well out into the main channel.
is solved."
·did not try to undeceive the old skipper that Then, when it was seen that she was certain
''You are right, sir," replied the young in- the secret of the air-ship was all his own and to make her way eventually out of the Antarcventor, cheerily;" but bow are you fixed 1 Have money could not buy it.
'
tic seas, a farewell was taken and the Zephyr
you plenty of provisions?"
·
The Zephyr kept on at a clipping pace for stood away on her course over the South Pole.
Captain Stearns lifted his haggard face and hours.
. For many days the air-ship kept on over that
reP,lied :
.
,
Barney with a glass kept a constant lookout mighty waste of snow and ice.
We have hved for a month on seals blub. t t o th enor th war d Then
open
. for th e V es t a. At 1eng tb JUS
. warmer breezes were encountered,
.
her. _But now the seals are gone, a~d- th1s he espied the masts and rigging of the ship.
bod1es of water were se~n, l~nd b1:ds were
mornmg we ate the last morsel of food,
B t h h d h
d h
't'
tl frequent, and Frank, takmg h1s bearmgs, anu s e a c ange
er _POSl 100 grea y, nounced that they were rapidly nearing the
CHAPTER XLI.
and as t~ey drew nearer now 1t was easy to see waters of the South Atlantic.
that the 1ee bad broken up about her and that
.
RE.LEASED FROM ICY BONDAGE.
she was reall floating in the water free and "We shall stand stra1gh~ over for Cape
FRANK READE, JR., looked the horror be felt
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rep 1e :
with the ship under sail we can make the open sal
r. aney e, comp1~cen Y:
av~gamed
.
"Well, my fr1end, you shall cheer up for we
,.
·
all that I had hoped to m the I me of sCience."
intend to rescue you."
sea.
·"At least we will have accomplished the feat
"What? Will you take us all aboard your "Ye're right, cap en!'' cri£>d one of the crew. of circumnavigating the .globe from north to
air-ship?"
"Let us hang to and pull the ship through." south," cried F rank.
"Yes."
"Of ~ourse we will. Stand ready to go "That is certainly feat to be proud of," re"13ut that is too much joy," replied Captain aboard.
· .
joined Dr. Vaneyke.
Stearns, wildly. "Are you sure that the ship The Zephyr now des_c~nde~ until within about But the end of the journey had not vet been
will bold us up ?"
twenty feet of the ship s raJ!.
reached. Thrilling events were in store near
Frank laughed.
Then a g;ang ladder was let d_own that dis- at hand.
"Yes, and much morel" be replied. "Just tance and onebyonetbccrewwent down to ·TheZepbyrrapidlycleared the region of ice
keep up a good heart."
the Vesta's deck.
and snow. Soon she had left.even the icebergs
"But you cannot mean to take us back to At once Captain Stearns made a critical ex- behind, and · the dark rolling waters of the
America?"
amination of the ship's timbers.
I
South Atlantic were everywhere about.
"I will put it in your way to get bacli: to "She's all right for many a long voyage yet!" "In another day we shall sight Cape Horn,''
America."
he cried. "We'll have her all ship-shape in no declared Frank. , ·
"Ab, how can you do that?"
time." '
It now became necessary to gr~dually re~ove
"Supposing I place you safely em board the The crew went to work at once clearing the the furs and thick clothing. The air rapidly
Vesta r•
ice from the deck and the masts.
became warmer.
The warm winds had already caused it to·re- But even when Cape Horn was finally sightA wild cry escaped Stearns' lips.
" The Vestal" be cried. "Impossible! She is lax from the ropes, and these were soon in ed, it was comfortable only with an overcoat
sunk in the Antarctic Ocean."
playing order.
on.
" ' o, she is not." .
They seemed none the worse for the freeze, The mig;bty crags · and mountains of the
"What r'
as the sails, upon being unfurled, were found famous cape loomed up in view first of all.
"That is the truth."
in an excellent state of preservation.
They furnished a grand spectacle of scenic
" Do you mean to · tell me that my ship, the They were soon spread and drying.
grandeur.
.
Vesta, is safe and sound?"
In a remarkably short space of time the ship Then the air-ship passed over the great
"I dol''
"
looked like a rejuvenated being.
'
straits, and soon was floating over the mountThis was too much for the bluff captain. His Smoke was pouring from the galley pipes, ainous part of Patagonia.
weakened nerves gave way and he broke down and there was a great bustle on the decks.
A day later, and the mighty and famous
and sobbed like a child.
The Zepq,.r bung over the ship all the while Pampas with their thousands of miles of level
"This is too much joy!" be cried. "It is far this was going on.
•
plains burst into view.
more than I merit."
Captain Stearns now turned his thdughts to Still northward the air-ship_went.
The gang ladder was lowered; the castaways the.breaking of a way thr:ough the ice.
· · The days passed and many wonderful sights
came aboard the Zephyr.
He would have sent 9.ut men with axes, but were witnessed, but no incident worthy of note
They showed plainly the effects of their long Frank shouted down from the air-ship:
occurred until one day, when they hung a
period of privation, and were all treated to a "Remain aboard your ship, and I will get thousand feet high over the interior woods of
royal good dinner by Pomp.
you out of t hat fix."
·
Brazil.
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CHAPTER XLII.
It struck the water not three feet from the be near here. With your air·ship, it WOII'ld be
THE YANKEE EXPLORER.
reptile's body. The result was thrilling to wit· an easy matter for you to discover it. I would
THE Zephyr had made wonderfully rapid ness.
gladly ~hare the honor of discoverer with you."
progress in her course around the world, con· There was a terrific explosion; a wall of water :• Indeed!" said Frank, heartily. "I will
sidering the amount of time consumed in mak- arose high in the air. When it subsided the help you in any way I can."
ing stops and unavoidable delays.
snake's body lay upon the surfa<le of the water "A thousand thanks, Mr. Reade. I felt sure
Frank was very n~uch pleased and announced belly upward.
'
'
. that you would. I shall be abte to make my
that the air-ship was beyond doubt the peer of The natives in · the canoe appear~d more exploration with safety, for danger s innumer·
all his inventions.
frig htened of the air-ship than of the water able beset a man's path."
.
Dr. Vaneyke agreed with him, as did Barney snake;
"Are there any hostile native3 hereabouts1"
and Pomp.
.
They instantly dived over.board and started to asked.Frank.
It began to look as if the trip was bound to swim to the s hore. But the white man arose "Ah, many of them. The mJst powerful is
turn out a big blooming success. Much had and waved his arms with a loud cheer.
the Ybari. They are h.J!ge men and savage
been accomplished a nd they had come through "Ki yi!" yelled Pomp. "Didn't we jes' cook fighters."
many perils in safety.
dat snake's bre'kfus' fo' him, eh? Golly! I jes' " .,Veil, I need not inform you that it will
Dr. Vaneyke h ad furthered the interests of finks -it don' trubble us no mo'!"
not be necessary to fear them now;· declared
scienc~in a very satisfactory manner.
"Begorra, t hat's so!" cried Barney. •
Frank. "You are safe on board the Zephyr."
The old man was beside himself with pleas- "Lower the ship, Barney!" ordered Frank.
"Oh, certainiy. Ah, what is that?"
'
ure.
'
The comman.d was quickly obeyed . ·
A strange noise came up.from the river reeds
"I shall be the envied of my profession,'' he "Ay, ay, sor!" cried Barney, as he sprang below. Suddenly o ut. into the river shot a
·declared. " [have specimens and records which into the pilot-house.
long war canoe. In it were half a score armed
many a man would give much to possess." .
When fifty feet above tbe water Frank hail· savages.
· As for Barney and Pomp, they avowed that ed the white man in the canoe.
"The Ybari!'' cried Hooper, with excitement;
they had enjoyed this last trip more than any "Hello, friend!" he cried. "I give you" they fear nothing. See, they even have the
other ever taken.
greiO\ting."
temerity to a ttack the air-ship."
Frank shook his head soberly and said:
"The same to you," replied the white man in This was true. The Ybari wat'riors with
" Don't be too sure, fri ends. We have not English.
· savage yells began to send ar.r ows up toward
reached h9me yet and 'there are many hundreds Frank saw there was no doubt but that he the Zephyr. '
'
· ·
of miles of perilous travel before us yet."
was an American.
But suddenly tliey desisted and seemed seiz·
"You may be right, Frank," said the doctor, "I owe you my life!'' shouted the stranger. ed with a panic. Another monster snak(), probearnestly, "but seriously, do you think we are "I must bow homage to th e man who can ably the mate of the first one, glided out of
so deeply threatened with danger as when on travel in such an invention as that. Who a re the reeds and made for them with great fury.
the other side of the sphere?"
you ?"
"Why, certainly I do,'' r eplied Frank, readily. "I am Frank Reade, Jr."
CHAPTER XLIII.
"How do you make that out?"
"What! The inventor of so many wonderful
'\ All that you need to do is to look down up· machines, for instance, the Steam Man. and .
A NEW RIVER DISCOVERED.
on yonder wild jungle. That turbid broad the Steam Horses?"
THE Ybaris were panic stticken as ,the huge
river fiowin~~: through it is the Amazon."
"The same."
water snake appeared. They instantly started
All went to the rail to gaze upon the king of " I am given much honor to meet you, Mr. to paddle toward the shore.
rivers.
Reade. I have always been interested in your · The excitement on board the Zephyr was in·
Even as they did so a great cry went up from invebtions, of which I read much. I am a tense.
Barney's lips.
traveler and my name is Sam Hooper. My "Look at that!" cried Hooper, wildly. "I
"''W ud yez luk at that, Misther Frank? Oh 1 mission is to explore the Amazon and write a said that the Ybaris feared nothing, but I will
did yez iver see the loikes ?"
book upon the subject."
retract that statement. They're afraid of that
"Golly, Ma rse Frank, dem free men am done "Very good, Mr. Hooper," replied Frank. snake."
'
fo'."
•
·
"Won't you come aboard?"
"You are right,'" cried Frank Reade, Jr.
"Heavens, Frank!" cried Dr. Vaneyke, wild- "I will with great pleasure.
"And it looks certain that their fate is sealed."
ly. "One of them is a white man."
"And your companions?''
" Dat am a suttin fac' ,'' cried Pomp. ".Jes'
Frank had perceived this fact just as quickly "Never mind them. They are a worthless yo' look at dat fo' a hoss race."
as the others.
pair of rascals, and are at home anywhere in "Begorra, the snake is up fer to win," cried
He knew that some thin~~: had got !;p be done these parts."
Barney. "Whurro! Wud yez look at that ?"
at once. H e was· quick to act, as was the case "All rig ht."
Several of the Ybaris had risen and thrown
with him alway~.
A rope ladder was lowered and Hooper came their javelins at the water snake. Several of
The scene vl.ewed by the voyagers was a aboard, l~a ving the canoe to float abo1,1t at them took effect, and remained sticking in the
most thrilling one:
will.
snake's body.
·
'
Upon ttfe bosom of the turbid river was a The astonishment depicted upon his face as But this did not, by any means, check the
dugout or Indian canoe. It h eld three occu· he stepped upon the Zephyr's deck -was most progress of the huge reptile.
pants, two of whom Frank saw were natives, wonderful to witness.
Indeed, it came on all the faster, and swoop·
1
and the other a white man.
"Well, I never!" he exclaimed; emphatically. ed down upon the war canoe like a thunder·
The two Indians were pulling for dear life, "This beatR all the inventions of modern bolt.
while the white ~an stood in the stern with tio1es. Certainly it is wonderful!"
'
· With a sweep of its powed ul body it upset
clubbed rifle ready to strike at a monster snake Frank proceeded to show Hooper about the the canoe. The natives were all thrown into
of a species between the anaconda and the air-ship, to his k een delight.
· the water.
water snake.
Then the explorer began an account of his Then the snake's huge folds encircled the
These are a species more dreaded than any own experiences.
canoe and crushed it as if it was made of tinother reptite in the wilds of Brazil.
I ' I have been in these wilds for three years}" der. The frantic natives tried to swim, but
The natives who do not always fear to face he declared. "I have been almost hopelessly one by one .the rept ile struck them with its
the anaconda, will turn pale at the mention of lost fully six times, and only escaped death by powerful jaws, sending them under the water
the zetsi or water anaconda.
just a miracle, as your coming along just in to drown.
The huge reptile, often forty feet in length, time to shoot that big snake."
In a few ·moments the snake had disposed of
will not hesitate to attack -a boat, and throw- "When do you expect to conclude your ex- two-thirds of its foes. The others had succeed·
ing its huge coils about it, will drag it and its ploratio;ns ?" ~sked frank.
ed 'in swimming ashore.
occupants down to a horrible death in the "In another year. Just at pr nt I have a Those who reached the shore did not tarry
waters of the river.
matter Jn hand of most vital interest and im- for long in the vicinity. They sought refuge
Frank bad beard of this reptile, but had portance to me. Tliere is a story aq1ong the in the depths of the forest.
never before seen one.
Indians of the existence of a river, tributary to The contest had been viewed with interest
His face was white and resolute as he seized the Amazon, and of which no explorer has yet from the decks of the air-ship by our advent·
an electric bomb from a case near. Quick as given an account.
,
urers.
thought Frank dropped the bomb with true "Its mouth is rather obscure, being mostly Frank did not make a move to save the
aim.
hidden by reeds and swamp. It is believed to Ybaris, for, from Sam Hooper's assertion, they
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were all deadly_foes, and this was a fitting end and so deeply absorbed did they become 'a s to shore. A high rock capped with heavy vines
for them.
become wholly oblivious of all about them.
overhung the river.
But the snake now had, the best of the situa- Meanwhile, the air-sh_ip rose to the height of Suddenly from the cover of these viaes a
tion and was beating the waters to foam when several thousand feet.
.
flight of arrows shot up into the air.
Barney cried:
,
From this altitude a mighty panorama Barney had been standing at the rail on that
"Bad luck to the riptile, Misther Frank. was revealed. There. was a wide-spreading side. The Celt had bf:'en oblivious of any imWud yez give-it a taste of the electhric bombs, scene of jungle, forest; swamp and river, and pending peril.
•
'
sor~"
far to the northward could be seen the mighty • But one of the arrows struck him full in the
"All right!" cried Frank. "Fetch one from range of the Andes, where the king of rivers shoulder and he went to the deck like a log.
the cabin, Barney."
had its sourcE:.
"Ay, ay, sor."
Frank with his glass began to study the face
CHAPTER XLIV.
But at this moment a cry burst from the lips of the country below. The air-ship, by his diPOMP GETS SQUARE WITH BARNEY.
of Pomp.
rection, followed the course of the big river THE shock had taken Barney com,Pletely off
"Golly, Marse Frank, no need ob dat. Jes' slowly.
his feet, He fell full length upon the deck.
look at dat fo' fun."
· Finally Frank saw the intricate delta of a A loud cry of terror and dismay had went up
"Hold on, Frank!" cried Dr. Vaneyke. respectable sized river running from the west, from Pomp, and -ne rushed to the side of his
"Let's see the fun."
and emptying into the Amazon. He saw that compatriot.
From the dense weeas, attracted by the the delta in man.y places seemed to run under· "Massy sakes, but he am il:illed fo' suah!" he
racket, several powerful alligators had swam ground, and be hidden by dense undergrowth, wailed. "dh, Marse Frank, cun~ yer quick, fo'
forth.
so that its mouth would have been difficult to de po' chile am done killed,"
They were making directly for the spot find by any one Oil the Amazon in boats.
"Arrah, an' that's not so, naygur," expostuwhere was' the1 snake. Evidently they had At once the young inventor concluded that lated Barney, trying to arise to a sitting postscented the blood of _the victims of the melee. this was the river which Sam Hooper was inure. ·" Shu,re the bloody thi~g is only sthingIt was certain that they meant to attack the quest of, so he turned and shouted to the Bra- ing the loife out av me shoulder."
snake. Ordinarily the reptile would probab- zilian traveler:
"My scull Barney is struck with an arrow!''
ly have had little trouble in getting away from "One moment, Mr. Hooper. I believe I have cried Dr. Vaneyke. "Quick,. Frankl"
his more unwieldly assailants.
found your river."
But Frank Reade, Jr., needed no urging. He
But the javelins thrust into his body were At once the explorer was aro~sed.
at once rushed to Barney's side.
~
' just beginn:ing to give it pain, and the snake "Pardon me~ Dr. Vaneykel'' he exclaimed, He quickly saw and understood the natur~ of
was writhing in an attempt to dislodge them. and hurriedly left the scientist. But both the wound. The first th'ing to be done of course
. was to extricate the arrow.
So that it did not percE<ive the· approach of rushed to the rail.
the saurians until one of them had ~ grip with Hooper fairly leaped in the air with joy.
At once he drew a sharp clasp knife and behis huge jaws upon the snake's tail.
"That is it!" he cried. "What a report to gan to cut away at Barney's shirt. In a few
Then there follow.ed a circus. The anaconda make to the American Geographical . Society I seconds he had bared the wound.
·
coiled about. in the water and struck at the al- At last 1have made fame."
To his relict he found that the arrow had not
ligator. But its jaws made little impression Then, as if having forgotten himself, he penetrated beyond the barb anp. the wound was
, upon the tough hide of the saurian.
· turned to Frank :
not a deep one. The barb had caught in BarAnother alligator attacked the snak~, and the "But to you by right belongs the discovery," ney's cloth'mg, and this he'lfi tii.Q arrow and
anaconda, freeing its tail, threw its mighty he cried. "Yours is the name."
kept it from falling aut.
1 coils about its body.
"No," replied Frank, quickly.' "Not so. 1 The Celt experienct!d great relief the moment
The alligator was fairly lifted out of the should not have known this river from any the arrow was drawn from the wound. water and the pressure of the sn,ake's coils was other but for you."
"Begorra, the murtherin' thing did hurt
so tremendous that the cracking and rending "And. yet but for your air-ship I might not loike the divill" he muttered. "But I'm all
of the bones and flesh could be heard plainly have been able to discover it," cried Hooper.
roight now. Bad lMk to the omadhou~;~s, ~ive
aboard the air-ship.
"Just the s~me, the honor is something I (lo thim a volley!"
•
"Golly!" c.ried Pomp, excitedly, "dat am a not seek," declared Frank, firmly. "It is yours Barney would not even wait to 4ave the
gone alligator sho's you'se born."
and you shall claim it."
wound dressed, but sprang for his rifle. When
The darky was right. Released from the "You are generous."
the explore s reached the rail, however, noth·
snake's grip the next moment 'the saurian "No, I simply give you what is yours by ing could be seen of the natives.
floated away belly upwards on the water.
right,' replied Frank,· with magnanimity. "I am confident they are part of the Ybari
But another alligator's jaws had closed upon "The river is yours, and I would ask only the hibe; declared Hooper. "The color of the
the anaconda. This time it was nearer the f\Lvor of naming it."
feathers on the arrow is yellow, which is the
snakes' middle and the huge jaws crashed "You shall have that !" cried Hooper, trem- color used by the Ybaris."
through muscle and flesh and spinal column. bling with eagerness and joy. "What name "Golly, dey am jes' h.idin' in a good place!"
The anaconda made a spasmodic attempt to shall appear on the maps~"
·
1 declared Pomp.
free itself, then, overcome by the severing of the "Well," said Frank, slowly, "I do not think "I think 'the arrows came from that clump ·
backbone, it thrashed helplessly about in the I need be long in deciding. Suppose we call it of palms just b!tck of the big rock!" cried Dr.
water.
·
the · ' Hooper river,' tributary to the mighty Vaneyke.
Tlie duel was over. The alligators had come Amazon 1"
"Begorra, I agree wid yez, doc thor!" deoff victorious at the cost of one of their num- "Good!" cried Dr. Vaneyke, joyfully. "Let clared Barney.
ber. A moment more and the big snake was me congratulate you, Mr. Hooper, upon thecer- "All right," said Frank, grimly. "vye'll
being rendered in pieces by the voracious sau- tainty of your name descending to posterity.'' soon find out,"
rians.
'The Brazilian explorer seemed very much He stepped into the cabin and brought out a
Those ori hoard the air-ship had watched the overcome. He shook hands with all in silence couple of electric bombs.
affair with deepest interest. 'rt had indeed and with· much fervor.
One of these he poised above his heaa and
been a thrilling sight.
"Now that we have named the river," said then flung it full force down , into the palm ·
Sam Hooper; the Brazilian traveler, had al- Frank, anticipating Hooper's desire, ;• let us clump.
ready begun to make notes of the affair for re- explore it a little ways.''
>!For an instant the bomb vanished through
production in the book which he had intended This pleased both Hooper and Dr. Vaneyke the foliage, then there was a tremendous roar
writing when his South American travels immensely. The big air-ship was lowered and and a mighty upheaval of vines, trees and
should be at an end.
began t'o follow the course of the river.
earth.
"Mr. Reade!" he exclaimed, gripping Frank's Over vast jungles infested with reptiles of Vast nll'IIlhers of the palms were torn up by
hands, "I cannot thank you enough for your enormous size and all species the Zephyr the roots ltlld hurled broadcast. . Up into the
kind service to me, and your offer to assist me passed.
air came the bodies of a score of natives, man·
in locating that tributary of the Amazon, the Soon the air-ship was over the sluggish cur- gled and torn.
search for which I have so long pursued."
rent of the river.
A smaPl clearing had literally been tO!'n out
"Do not mention i~, sir," said Frank, warm- Hooper was busy making notes of th.~ scenes of the bospm of that vast tangled forest.
ly. "I am glad to assist you."
about. For some way the Zephyr followed the The depris settled, and then through tlie
Then Hooper and Dr. Vaneyke entered into windings of the river.
·
woods beyond there could be seen scores of the
an engrossing_discussion of scientific matters, Once they had occasib~ to pass near the natives ru-nning wildly from the spot.
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"I guess they have got enough of the air- This done, he returned the pantaloons to I could get me hands upon that naygur, shure
ship this time," cried Hooper, as he viewed the their place.
I'd have the loife av him!"
deadly work of the bomb with wonderment.
Just after the gorgeous sunset Pomp sat out . "What in the wofld ails you~" thundered
But the Zephyr was hot upon the trail of the upon deck enjoying a fine cigar. He was wait- Frank. "What's the matter with you~"
savage natives.
ing for fun.
"Sliure, that naygur has been putting bent
Once again Frank threw a bomb with even His eyes twinkled as he suddenly saw Barney pins in all av the chairs," replied Barney, with
more dea.dly result than before. A literal path- come out of the cabin, and the Celt was arrayed a wail. "Shure, it's three toimes I've sat down
way was mowed through the forest.
in the corduroy pantaloons.
on tb1m."
·
"Do you think that is sufficieRt punishment He had put them on without discovering the ,"You are crazy!" exclaimed Frank. "There
for the Ybaris, Mr. Hooper?" asked the young foreign element in their seat. Nothing could are no pins in this chait."
\
inve.ntor.
have worked better.
Barney approached the chair ruefully, and to
"I think it is a fearful lesson for them, Mr. Pomp co.1ld hardly restrain himself as Bar- his surprise saw that Frank was right.
Reade,'' declared Hooper, confidently. "I don't n ey came along lighting his dudeen, and said; "Bejabers, that's funny," he mu t tered.
believe they will want to attack white men very pleasantly:
. "Shure, something was in that chair. l\lay be
again."
"The top av the <~ovenin' to yez, naygur. It's it has fallen out."
"Then we will pursue them no further," said a foine avenin'."
"Perhaps so," said Frank, impatiently.
Frank. "Continue up the river, Pomp. When "Dat's a fac', sah," said Pomp. respectfully. "Come, show me about. those figures. What is
you come to a good' landing place, let. us halt "Won' yo' sit down awhile~"
that~"
and make a camp for the night.''
"Bejabers, I think I will that, as yez are· so "Shure, sor, that reads, 'an island, latitude
- There was need of this for darkness was·com- koind as to ax me. It's not often yez have the 18 degrees, 2 minutes; longitude 20 degrees.'
ing on.
.
gold~n opperchunity av sittin' beside av a rale Whurroo!"
It was a darkness also of a sort to be dread- gintleman an' a descindent av the Borns what Once again Barney had ventured to sit in the
ed. It was a moonless night, in fact starless owned t;he harp which orlct hung in Tara's chair. This time he leaped nearly to the cabin
also, as heavy clouds obscured the heavens halls. Do yez-whurroo! Divils an' 'ounds! ceiling and flew out of the cabin like a thunfrom horizon to zenith.
Phwat iver was that~"
derbolt.
Frank was desirous of further exploring the Barney had essayed to sit down JlpOn the Frank was left in amazement at the Celt'~>
river on the morrow. If he did not make a bench beside Pomp. The next moment he ex- peculiar conduct. But he had got an ex planastop or landing, the air-ship might drift a good perienced an electric thrill the whole length of tion of the figures on the chart and this was
1
ways from the spot.
his spine.
all he wanted.
So as the Zephyr made her way up the river, Up he leaped and clapped his hands to his "Very likely a bee has stung the fool," he
Frank and Pomp kept a good lookout for a rear.
.
muttered, testily, "·or perhaps it's one of
landing place.
"Shure, it's sthung I ami'' he howled. "Be- Pomp's pr!l.nks.
Suddenly the famous inventor cried:
jabers, phwy didn't yez tell me It was a hornet, Barney, half insane wit~ terror, rushed out
"There is a good place, Pomp. Keep over to yez black-faced ape~ Begorra, I believe it was on the air-ship's deck.
the left bank.''
no hornet, but a shnakf;l, bad luck to the divil " Howly murt1;l.erl" he screamea. "Help,
Pomp did as h~ was ordered. There was a av a reptile!"
help! Shure, it's a big tarantler in me clo~hes,
long promontory clear of trees and shrubbery, Pomp bent himself double and stuffed one biting the Joife out av me! Shure, it's a. dead
which jutted out into the river.
fist in his mouth to keep from betraying his man I'll soon bel"
It seemed like high and dry land, and a mirth.
"Hold still, Micky!" cried Sam Hooper, rush
good place to stop. At oqce the air-ship de- With quick wit, he essayed to brush s9me- ing up to him. "'Vhat's the matter with ye~
scende<! and rested upon the promontory.
thing off the seat, saying, in surprise:
Got the jim-jam&~"
'
There was no sign of natives or wild beasts "Golly! somebody jes' lef a tack on dat seat, "Divil a bit!" retorted Barney, in anguishfld
about, and there seemed little need of fearing I' ish. Neher yo' min', but je'!' sit right down tones. "Shure, it's a tarantler"has bit mel"
a hostile attack.
ag!n.''
"A tarantu)al" gasped Hooper. ".Are you
A few alligators were in the river, and some Not suspecting anything, Barney prepared to sure of that~"
huge tur,tles, but these could do no harm. comply.
"Yis.''
Pomp went at once to work to get supper, and " Shure, its an onmannerly thrick to lave "Where are you bitten~"
soon all were partaking of a savory meal.
tacks in a seat," he growled. "Ouch! tare an' Barney clapped his hand to the affected part
The twilight on that Brazilian river was 'oundsl Murther an'-whurroo! It's kilt I am!" and danced about like a dervish. But at that
something gorgeous. The clouds on the western Then the Celt whirled and made a whack at moment he caught sight of Pomp behind the
horizon broke just enough to allow the crimson Pomp.
cabin door, stuffing his fists in his mouth to
rays of the dying sun to reflect upon water and "Shure, it's desavin' me ye've been," .he roar- prevent actual collapse from paroxysms of
forest.
ed. "Begorra, I'll tache yez to put bent pins laughter.
This brilliant glare w_ith the dark curtain of in me chair an' axe me to sit down on thim. Like a flash it dawned upon Barney 'that he
clouds overhead to concentrate it!! force was Shure, I'll pound the face off yez fer that.''
had been made the victim of a practical joke.
something beyond description.
But Pomp, now roaring with laughter, At the same moment his hands came In con.
All watched it with interest. But soon the dodged and retreated in hot 'haste. A wild tact with the p.iece of leather in the seat of his
sun settled beyond the horizon line, dark lines race followed around the deck, but the light- pantaloons, and he saw through the trick.
shot up into the sky, and the grand illumination footed darky easily kept out of the way.
Without a word he bolted for his state-room.
was over.
Barney finally gave it up and went storming Very-quickly he removed his pantaloons and
Dusk was at hand and the day was at an end. into the ca.bin. Frank Reade, Jr., sat at a table extracted the torture machine.
Barney and Pomp were in good spirits. The and said, sharply :
, When he re-appeared on deck he was a most
darky had been engaged that day in planning "Barney, sit down here a moment and ex- solemn appearing Irishman. He fought shy of
retaliation upon Barney for the last joke played plajn your figures on this chart. 1 can't make Pomp, and wa~ much downcast. The darky
upon him.
head nor tail of them.''
had certainly squared accoun.t s with him in a
· Pomp's fertile brain had been busily at work, The Celt was instantly all attention. He masterly fashion.
and he had hit upon what he believed to be a quickly mopped into the chair. 'rhe result was Dr. Vaney.ke and Sam Hooper stood near the
dandy scheme.
most terrific.
cabin door talking, when a startling thing ocAt a favorable moment he had slipped down
curred.
to Barney's state-room and abstracted a pair
CHAPTER XLV.
There was a swishing, swashing sound in
FIGHTING IN TITE DARK.
the air, and then several thuds behind them.
of corduroy pantaloons which the Celt took
pride in and which he was wont to dress up in THE moment Barney touched the chair, he Both turned to see half a dozen arrows
every evening.
was up again with a yell which would have sticking from the woodwork, having narrowly
Pomp procured some small but keen-edged waked the dead.
missed them. The arrows had come from the
carpet tacks and perforated a small piece of Over went the table, the pile of charts, and dense gloom and the direction of the river.
leather thickly with them.
an ink well made things very lovely indeed. The effect upon the two s.c ientists can well
These he left protruding from one side of the Frank Reade, Jr., sat aghast, and saw Barney be imagined.
leather, and then proceeded to sew the leather go dancing around the cabin like a wild Ara- "Heavens!" gasped Dr. Vaneyke. " 'That
to the inner part of the seat of the corduroy pahoe.
was a close call, Hooper.''
pantaloons,
"Begorra, it's kilt I am. Tare an' 'ounds! if " I should say so."
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"Vve had better get out of the way."
"That was certainly a 'v ery narrow escape," mounted high into the air . . In a moment the
"You are right."
declared Frank Reade, Jr., as h~ examined the vicinity was illumined like day.
Both men dodged into the cabin. Frank spot. "None of these arrows went very wide It was a cleverly com>tructed fire raft, and
Reade, Jr., was just coming out and met them. of the mark."
the natives, with more of sagacity than one
Th~ fam_ous inventor at once comprehended" "Indeed, we are fortu~ate,•· rejoined Ho~p~;· would have given them credit for, had devised
the sttuatwn.
I would not care to take the chances agam. it and sent it down the stream to destroy the
"Well," he ejaculated, "we are not safe "We have good reason to be thankful,'? as-air-ship.
from the foe here it seems. Let us see what serted Dr. Vaneyke.
·
. .
.
they look like.''
',
.
"Golly! I jus' fink dem rapscallions got de Then su~denl_y the op?os1te bank_ of the nver
Frank rushed through a passage leading to worstest ob it,'' declared Pomp.
·
be.~ame all v~ w~~h dancmg and y~llmg savages.
t he pilot-house from the cabin. Here he' "I think they will keep a respectful distance" B y J~ptter. gasped _Frank R.eade, ~:··
sprang up the steps to the flash light and ~ent for the rest of the night," said Frank.
· they evtdently mean busmess, don t they?
its rays across the river.
"Then you don't think it will be :~ecessary "Mr. Reade," said Sam Hooper, in something

l

I
Upon a shelf of the mountain wall and directly before the mouth of an enormous cavern a large body of men were
·
gathered. All were sitting down in semi-circles with' bowed heads before a. number of tall poles
in the hands of other fantastically dressed natives.
The water and the opposite bank showed up· for us to change our l9cation to-night~" asked like alarm, "don't you think we bad better get
as plain as day. The river surface was clear, Dr. Vaneyke.
out of this~"
but upon the river bank ' were a group of na- "By no means," replied Frank. " ·v've will Frank was grimly silent a moment.
tives.
'
stick right here for the present."
fie watched the fire raft a moment. It was
Dr. Vaneyll:e and Hooper bad been revealed "But bad we not better have a good guard certain to drift down upon the sand bar and
plai-nly in the glare of the cabin light and they set~"
.
would surely remain there and destroy the airwere a good target for the arrows.of the foe.
"Certainly."
.
ship.
~s the search-light was turned u~on them At this m~ment an idea occurred to Frank. Frank knew that with a few electric bombs
w1th such a sharp glare, the nattves were He sprang mto the electric light tower and h
. ht d t
th
h
b d f
t'
·
•
d b
h
.
e m1g
es roy e w o1e an o na tves,
alaqned and fled mto uhe un er rus .
s~nt the rays of _the search-light down the but he did. not wish to commit such wholesale
But Barney and Pomp appeared on deck nver.
ht
·
1
with repeaters and began to fire into the shrub- The result was startling.
s ~ugh er .. d b . fi
bery on the other side.
There, plainly visible upon tile river's sur- "~ e s~~l' rte ~:
f
t
,
The bullets ;were answered by a few arrows, face, was a boat containing full half a score of
e WI move 0 sa er quar ers.
but these did not do any harm.
the hostile natives.
Barney heard the words and sprang to the
IX! a few moments it was safe enough to as· In the other direction was a large raft, heaped pilot-bouse. He pl~ced his ha•d upon lever
i!Ume that the natives bad been dispersed.
high with some material. Suddenly, into the No. 11.
All were on deck now and examining the ar- air there sprang a bright light.
To his horror it would not work. In vain he
rows imbedded in the side o~ the cabin.
A mighty blaze leaped up from theraft and tried to turn it. }frank shouted to him to
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hasten, but the agonized Celt was wholly unable to do so.
In horror and despair he shouted:
"Shure, Mistlier Frank, t)le lever won't
work. Wud yez thry it yesilf ~"
E very moment the fire-raft was drawing
nearer. It seemed a certainty that the Zephyr
was lost. If the flames reached it the air-:;hip
would be consumed!

"ZEPHYR."
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"we will locate a good spot for a camp and de- totally at a loss what to do. He stood like one
scend again."
dumfounded.
"Very good," rejoined Dr. Vaneyke, "this For what seemed an age tb'e tigers crouched
time! hope that we will not alight in the midst there, snarling and lashing their tails. Vanof a band of savages."
eyke stood looking at them with a kind of pe"I think we will not."
culiar fascination.
Barney kept the search-light busy. In the " Golly!" screamed Pomp. " Whar am yo'
broad pathway of brilliant light many curious rifle, Marse Frank 1 Dey's done suah fo' tp
sights were beheld.
jump at Marse Vaneyke."
A forest was p'a ssed over, the trees of which ·"My God!" groaned Frank, with awful hor.
were filled with chatterirlg monkeys.
ror. "What shall I do1"
CHAPTER XL VI.
Wild animals of prey were seen to slink away "The man is lost!" shrieked Hooper.
THE Two T I G E R s •
in the gloom as if afraid of the electric glare. But Barney was the coolest of all. The Celt
IT was with mingled emotions of fear and But all was not animal life. Villages of na- cautiously crept out of the pilot-house and
horror that the voyagers of the Zephyr saw tives were passed over.'
·
said:
'
the fire-raft approaching them, and realized In many cases he brilliant light brought the "Whist now, friends, an' I'll tell yez phwat
that the air-ship was unable to move.
natives from their huts in a swarm and greatly - . -"·
In vain Barney had tried to work Lever No. excited them.
·
. He never finished the sentence. ·with a
11. It remained obdurate.
They danced and leaped and yelled like veri- mighty roar one of the tigers leaped at Dr.
The fire-raft every moment drew nearer, the ts.ble fiends. In some cases .flaming arrow~ Vaneyke.
,
intense flames' displacing the dense dMlfness of were discharged into the air.
By the greatest of good luck the scientist
the vicinity, and revea'ling' More plainly .the But none of these, fortunately, came near kept his head. He instantly dropped as the
yelling ,hordes of natives upon the opposite the air-ship. The voyagers leaned over the tiger sprang.
.
bank of the Bra.:tilian river.
rail and watched the scene curiously. ·
As a result the big brute went clean over him
Sam Hooper, ,the explorer, had followed "Heavens!" exclaimed Hooper in dismay. and struck'the deck with a terrific concussion.
Frank into the pilot-house.
"It don't look as if we were going to have The second tiger did not move.
"What is the matter, Barney~" asked Frank, much of a chance to camp to-night."
Dr. Vaneyke was almost instantly upon .his
sharply.
"That's a fact,'' agreed Dr. Vaneyke.
feet.
,
"Shure, I don't know, sor," replied the Celt, "This region seems to be pretty well inbab- A 1ittle excited be now tried to reach the
uickly. "The lever won't worruk."
ited."
cabin door. But be had not taken a step when
At a glance Frank saw what was the trouble. " ·But the region can't be all like this," said the second tiger leaped.
The concussion spri,pg bad qrok!Jn, and let the Frank. "We will soon find a change."
But the scientist's fellow voyagers were now
shoulder of the lever down into a slot which And this prediction proved correct.
):'oused to aGtion.
1
held it.
·
After a time the p.ative habitations ,were Barney had snatched his rifle from the pilotFrank quickly raised the armature, and with passed, and then there came a lonely, barren hou~e. Instantly be had fired at the tiger.
his bands pulled the bar, which opened the tract.
The shot took effect.
dynamos~
Suddenly Frank cr1ed :
Bu~ the _luckiest chance in the world it struck
In a moment. the air-ship sprang into space. "Hold up, Barn.ey!"
the t1ger JUst back of the fore arm. The bu'llet
Up it s hot into the upper air and out .of dan- The Celt instantly complied. The aif-ship penetrated to the heart.
ger.
was brought to a stopover a small dell beneath The huge beast's form struck Dr. Vaneyke
Then Barney sprang. to the searcJ;t-light and rolling hills. .
full force.
.
sent its rays down through the darkness to il· The search-light was assiduously put to work The doctcr went down like a crushed reed
Jumine the surface of the river.
·
and every inch o~ t)le place was scrutinized. . and the tiger lay across him. But the bi~
There the fire raft was seen lodged upon the It was a level tract of ground a few acres m brute c:mld do no harm for be was dead.
sand.bar and burning to the water's edge.
extent, and -hemmed in with tall trees.
The bullet had killed him instantly. The
The Zephyr had escaped none too socn. A A small brook ran through the tract. Alto- other tig~r picked himself up, and with a
few moments turtber delay would have settled gether it looked like a safe and desirable place thundrous growl cleared the rail and disaptbe fate of all.
to halt.
peared· in the ¥1oom.
"Golly! I jes' reckon we was jes' about in AecordinglyFranksaid:
A volleyofrifieballs.followedhim. Whether
time," cried Pomp, excitedly. "Wha' yo' gwine "Now, Barney, lower the ship. We will stop they took effect or not wasnEiver known.
do Marse Frank~ Can't yo' gib dem one ob de here."
0
It was but a few moments' work to pull the
el~ctric bombs 1"
•
Down the Zeptyr settled.
tiger's body fr()m the doctor's prostrate form.
"No, ! ,think not, Pomp," replied Frank. "It In a few moments it r~sted upon the ground ·~Shure, it:~ ~ortb two dead min ye'z are
would be only a useless ca1 nage and not help in the very verge of the forest. Preparations n~w, doctor, cried Barney, exuberantly, "but
us. We have given the scamps a ticket of were at once made for leaving the air-ship's f~1t!:J} wouldn't have given much for yez one
leave and are now safe; I think that is enough deck.
'
,
time.
for now."
·
But before a move could be made to efl'ect "I owe my life to you, my brave man," cried
., You are right, Mr. Reade," agreed Sa~ this end, a startling thing happened. '
~b~ doctor, gratefully. "I s hall never forget
Hooper. "Nothing would be gained bytaking Suddenly..tL hoarse roar sounded in the black It...
.
,
the lives of the wretches."
depths of the forest. A cry of alarm escaped
Shure, sor, don t yez ever thrubble about.
So the electric bomb was not thrown down Frank Reade, Jr.'s lips.
.
that," rejoined Barney with, a flourish of his.
among the natives to needlessly slaughter "Quick, friends, for your lives!" he shouted, hands.
them. The air-ship hovered over the spot for a "To the cabin."
few moments and then sailed away into the Sam Hooper and l?omp succeeded in reachCHAPTER XL VII.
night.
ing the cabin door, bu~ Dr. Vaneyke did not.
A GOLD HUNT.
was truly a clos~ call for the popular sci·
. Frank stood by thepilot-housedirectingBar- Barney was in the pilot-house, and Frank
ney bow to steer, and keeping the search-light stood by it.
entist. CongratulatiOns were warmly in order.
down upon the face of the country below.
Out of the gloom there shot t~o gigantic Then camp was made for the night upon the
It was certainly a narrow escape w,bich they forms and alighted on the deck of the air-ship spot. N? furth~r trouble was a pprehended,
had experienced.
directly in front of Dr. Vaneyke.
nor was It experienced that night.
But Frank bad no idea of keeping on all Two powerful and tawny tigers tb~y were, Barney was· deputized to watch the first half
night in this fashion. Dr. Vaneykl now ap- with glaring eyeballs, glistening white teeth of the night.. With thfs arrangement, the
proached him.
and lashing tails.
·
others turned m.
"Don't you think we'll get off our conrse in Pen cannot adequately depict the situation Morning came in due time, and, much re·
this manner, Frank~" be asked.
at that moment. Petrified with horror and fresbed, all were soon as ~ir.
"Of -course,'' agreed the young inventor, utterly unable to move hand or foot the aged "We_ll, Mr. Reade," said Sa,m Hooper, ap"but what better can we do?"
scientist stood.
proacbmg Frank after breakfast, "I think 1
"Well that is a problem,''' adii)itted the The two huge beasts crouched there not ten shall take leave of you this morning."
scientist.'
feet from the terrified man.
" What!" exclaimed Frank, in surprise. '• Da
"As soon as possible," continued Frank. For once in his life Frank Reade, Jr., was you Ipean that1"
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"I do."
"But-what are ym,1r plans~"
"Simple enough. By your kindness and cooperation, I have been able to lo~ate and name
Hooper river. But my work is not yet done in
this region."
" Indeed!..
"I have yet to accomplish certain other ends
before i leave Brazil."
·
"So that is your decision~"
"It is."
"Remember you are perfectly free 'to journey
on the air-ship as far as you will."
"I thank you for your great kindness. I
would enjoy returning to America with you.
But I have other work to perform."
"You know best. Where wil.l you leave
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Mountain ranges of enormous height were "Take that, yez misfit monkey!"
crossed.
Barney gave Pomp a whack across the back.
These were bald and craggy, as a rule. The The dark;y was at the moment upon the very
slopes were wooded, and the plains and valleys verge of the banking, and he went down into
were like vast jungles with the density of un- the water like a bullet.
de.rgrowth.
.·
An eddy here made a deep pool, and ha vanStagnant lakes and pools of water were fre- ished beneath the surface of the water.
quent.
,
Biit he ca~e up like 1 cork anct scrambled .
The rivers were shallow, which led Dr. Van- ashore. Up tbe bank: ~e came, dripping wet. r
ey ke to remark:
and mad.
"This is tbe main difficulty with the Guianas. "Golly! , yo' ain't gwine to ' git off fo' dat,.
w ·ater is scarce and of a poor quality, and jun- !'ish!" he yelled. "I'll jes' gib yo' one good
gle fevers abound."
thrashin' fo' da~."
,
"I suppose there are some of the richest Barney on the bank was convulsed with
mines in the world in these mountains," said laughter. He dodged and ran to the foot of
Frank.
' the precipice near.
·
\: You are right," agreed the scientist. "I Pomp reached down and tried to pick up
us~"
have heard it said that the rivers are rich with what looked like a blackened bit of wood to
"Right here!"
nuggets and dust of gold."
throw after him.
" What ~" exclaimed Frank, in sheer-amaze. "Golly sakes!" cried Pomp, with wide open But the ·darky's · fingers closed over a hard
ment.
eyes. "I jes' fink dis chile would)ike a try at substance, ~hen he essayed to lift it he found
" That is right," replied Hooper, with a dat fing."
.
it too heavy to throw that distance.
.
"Bejabers, so do I," put in Barney. " Shure Astonished, he glanced down at it, and then·
smile.
.
.
"But-but what do you know of this region I wudq't moind carrying home a nugget or two. he det~cted a sparkling light on the under side.
about here~ You will get I.ost and fall a vic- I cud make good use av it."
· A sharp cry escaped his lips.
·
tim to wild beasts."
Dr. Vaneyke and Frank exchanged glances-. "Golly! golly! golly!" he roared. "I'se jes'
"I am not a bit afraid of it."
"Re~lly," said the scientist. "It would suit done beat de hull ob yo· people. I'se jes' foun'
"You are not~"
me to explore here a little, for I would like de'bigges' nugget yet.'
"No. I know every mile of this region. I much to add to my mineralogical collection."
Instantly, Barney was :Sobered, and Frank
shall strike into the west from here. In two "Done!" cried Frank, with, inspiration. and the doctor came rushing up.
days I will be wit.h friendly natives."
"Pick out a good locality and we will descend "My goodness, but it is a handsome one,"
Frank was much interested.
at once.''
cried the doctor.
.
_
·• When will you return to electrify the world The :v.oya~ers were a\~ d~essedm suits ~flight ·:Golly!'' ~>x~l~ded Pomp. "I ~?ne fought it
with your discoveries?" he asked.
matenal ~Ith regular JUngle caps of lightest a~, ole bl~ck b~t ob burnedo wood. .
"Possibly in three years. I shall then call cork and lmen.
That IS owmg to the fact that time and the
upon you in Readestown."
The air-ship was suffered to descend into a atmosphere has covered the nugget with an
"I shall be glad to see you."
deep ravine which was· hemmed in with high auriferous deposit of dirt," declared Dr. Van" Thank '.f~u."
hills.
eyke. .. "But you are a lucky man, Pomp.
'th th' H
h te d
t
A rushing stream ran dOWJ:l over a gravelly There's fully two thousand dollars worth of
WI
1s, ooper as ne away o prepare b d u
t th z h
llo
ld · th t b 't f bl k
·•
himself for the departure. In a short while he e .
pon a 1eve1 spo
e ep yr was a w- go m a I o .. ac ness.
,_. h d . f
'th II
ed to rest and then the explorers proceeded to Pomp was so elated that be turned a handwas s h a~<mg an s m arewe11 WI a .
. d
b f
ld
·
d t d
h' b · d
. th ·
"You need not worry about me now," he de- m u1gem . eJr searc or go .
.
. . sprmg an s oo on IS ea •
clared. "I am at home in this region. I shall Dr. Vaneyke first made an analy~1s of the s01l
. A
. ,.
and a study of the sub-strata. H1s face was
CHAPTER XL Vp!.
see you m mer1ca.
1
1 d
·
Th h t
d 1. t 0 th d
'f
t Q . kl ag OW as he dec are :
OVER THE GULF-HOME AGAIN.
h. /n e ur~e t ~ • e eep ores · mc Y "The deposit here is of that auriferous kind BARNEY was speechless, and · stood making
1
Ds orVm wask ods
Vldew. b th
in which not only gold, but di-amonds are fre- grimaces at Pomp all the while. This only
I\ l'aney
eep
rea
·" I h
tl Y f oun d . I th'm k our ques t WI'II ·no t b e rnad e th e d ark y t h e more JU
· b'l
"W
!" h e rewa
•
d
f
'bl
quen
1 an t •
.
e•
e ex~1aJme • orCJ ~·
~pe cer- unrewarded."
"Huh!" he cried. "I tole yo' yo' was a notamly that he will succeed. I liked him very A cheer went up from tb;e others with this 'count Mick. Jes' yo' beat dat if yo' fink yo'
much."
announcement.
can."
·
"Amen!" said Frank.
.
,
.
At once all went into the quest with rare in- "Beg'orra, I wiil that, or I'll niver see Ameri" Bejabers, he was a foine gmtleman, Said spiration.
With. mining pa~ and washer, ky agin," declared Barney. "Yez needn't feel
Barney. . •
~ Barney and Pomp began to work upon the so inflated, naygur. Mebbe it's fool's gold,
"Golly, dat's a suttin' fac'l" put in Pomp.
sands of the creek.
afther all."
:But none of t)le party ever saw Hooper again. But Dr. Vaneyke was the first one to discov- "Hot" sniffed Pomp. ';If it was yours it
What w~s the fate of the South American trav er anything of value.
' would be fo' suah!"
·
eler was never known.
Sud1ienly his eye caught soi'nething glitter- Several hours were spent in the gold hunt.
A short while later the air-ship was on its ing in the creek's waters.
. ' Then Frank went aboard the Zephyr and rang
' northward :flight. Swift as1a bird of prey, it With'a sl;iarp cry he picked it up and held it the gong.
crossed the line bf Brazil and hovered over the up to the light.
"All aboard!" he shouted. "We c111n spend
Guianas.
. .
" Look, look !" Ii.11 cried,
no more time here.''
Frank now began to reckon the requiSite It was a lump of gold.
It was found that several thousand dollars
length·of time in which to reach home.
It was certainly a beautiful nugget worth worth of gold had been found in the ravine
"W,e can flatter ourselves upon one score," fully a thousand dollars. The others crowded during the brief search. Pomp's nugget was
he said, in an elated tone. "We have accom- about to see it.
the largest.
plished a marvelous journey. From north to "Golly ! am't dat a dandy~" cried Porrip. Barney had hard hick, but he was none the
south around the globe is a feat which few can "But dis chile am gwine . fo' to' fin' de nex' less cheerful.
equal."
one."
•
"Whurrool" he cried, in a scoffing fone. "I
"Begorra, yez are rbight, Mist~er Frank!'' "Bejabers, I've a finger in that pie mesilf," don't care for the dhirty sthuff anyway ~ Barcried Barney, with enthusiasm. "Frank cried Barney.
ney O'Shea's no miser."
Reade, Jr., is shure to be at the head."
·"Shot yo' am no 'count; I'ish."
Pomp did not venture a reply to this insinuaBeing so near the:equator the heat was most "Begorra, I'll show yez. If yez say anythin' tion.
intense.
more av that koind to me I'll spile the mug av He felt that fortune had favored him so well
Awnings were spread upon the air-ship's yez!"
that he could afford to . ignore anything so
deck, and all proceeded to take it easy and en- " Huh! yo' ain' able!"
plainly indicative of envy.
·
"I ain't, eh ~ Bejabers, that's a challenge, The Zephyr once more. left the earth and the
joy themselves.
This consisted much in studying the rich an' as I'm a man av honor I'll accept it."
journey was continued.
~ ·,norama of country far below.
"I don't keer what yo' do, I'ish. Jes' yo' The next evening the waters of the CaribThe diversity of sc~nery was very great. keEli> away foro dis chile."
bean Sea buPst upon their vision.
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They were now rapidly nearing the safe com- other living person, and this was undoubtedly Frank did not think it advisabre to land ai
pletion of t\leir remarkable journey.
not without truth.
Havana.
.,
The Zephyr floated in the blue ether with AU the Irish airs in creation were evoked He sent down a parachute with comptimen·
grace and ease. The atmosphere was balmy from Barney:s fiddle.
.
. tary regards to the governor-general and other
and pure. The spirits of all were at a high When he finally wound up wi.th a rollicking dignitaries• .This fell in the public square.
notch.
Irish song, even Pomp a.pplauded.
Then sailing out over the harbor; Frank pro·
Pomp weut below and brought up his banjo.
"Dat am pretty good, I' ish," cried the darky. ceeded to answer the salutes fired in a way
The darliy was in J:¥h feather, and with his "But I kain't agree wif yo' dat it am prettier which demonstrated the mighty power of the
· inimitable style rt:rdered a number of charm· dan Kitty Wells, or· Way Down Upon de air-ship.
·
'
ing plantation songs.
Swanee Ribber."
Dropping bombs into the water at, intervars,
The strains of "Uncle Ned," "Jim Crow," "Bejabers, there's no music in the worruld he gave a marine display which was wonderand" I'm G'wine Back to Dixie." dwelt in the to equal the Irish melodies," protested Barney. ful to witness.
rich atmosphere in charming cadence.
"Oh, wait a moment," said Frank Reade, Great columns of water rose to frightful
All listened with interest.
Jr" "Let us see what you think of this."
height, and so rocked the shipping in the har·
Barney, however, wore a cynical smil~ The young inventor owned a rich baritone bor that many of the craft seemed likely to upthrough all.
voice of a highly cultivated and sweet order. set.
"Pomp, you're a geni'!-sl" cried Dr. Vaneyke. Heat once raised it, and without accompani· Then Frapk sailed away for Key West.
"Surely those melodies are not equaled in any ment at once began to sing "The Star Spangled· Some hours later the Keys were reached, and
part of the world."
Banner."
then the southern part of the Floridan Pen·
This riled Barney.
•
As the beauti~ul air, so richly given, floated insula."
•
·
"Begorra, that's not t.hrue," he burst forth. out in wondrous cadence upon the evening air, Steadily northward the Zephyr held its way.
"Shure ould Erin's the land av' song a'n' music. all listened spell bound.
It was a sort of triumphal march, for in every
Shure phwat can beat 'Garry Owen' and the It was certainly a wonderful effor~, and for a city and town, great demonstrations were
'Harp of Tara.' Jist yez wait a moment an moment after Frank had concluded, tears of made.
I'll show yez.''
emotion stood in the eyes of all, as they sat But in vain were effort:J made to induce
Down into the cabin the Celt went.
thrilled with the force and melody of the in- Frank to descend.
He. reappeared in a few moments with a spiring 'song.
· He contented himself with a few salutes and
fiddle. It was one of the genui,ne Irish make, Then as with one impulse they swung their kept on .to Readestown. In due time the airand·had done service in Barney's skillful hands hats and cheered.
ship reached that. town.
at many a wake and wedding.
"Hurrah for Ameriky!" yelled Barney. The Zephyr descended in the great yard of
All laughed as Barney appeared.
"Shure it's the land av the free an' the home the Reade Works. A great ovation was given
:Pomp, with'due deference ceased his work on av the brave, an' to ivery Irishman it's as dear the returned voyagers.
the banjo.
as the ould sod itself." .
All over the world the telegraph and cable
"Now I'll show yez some music av' the clas- Thus the evening was p1easantly passed. flashed the news of the success of their wonsica! order!" announced Barney, as he threw The next' day the Zephyr. was high above the derful trip from north to south around - the
his fiddle bow aloft.
Gulf of Mexico.
globe.
And surely the party were given a rare treat. Frank held his course over toward the isle of Frank Reade, Jr., was overwhelmed with
Barney got the fiddle into working · order, Cuba.
laudatory and congratulatory letters and tele\ and such .original music certainly none there At Havana tl::le whole city turned out at sight grams. But he was weary with travel, and
; had every heard before.
.
of the air-ship.
putting them all aside, sought a brief period of
Whether classical or not, it was certainly Guns were fired from Moro Castle, the Cuban rest.
inimitable.
fleet dipped their colors and the quays were Dr. Vaneyke went back to the Smithson ian
Backward and forward the 'Celt swayed, and thronged with people.
Institute in triumph, Barney and Pomp re·
the fiddle fairly creaked as the strains were' The arrival 'of the Zephyr had been antici- turned to their duties, and the Zephyr taken
drawn from it.
pated, for the c~tble had carried the news all apart was stored away in sections.
· It has been said that an Irish fiddler can get over the world, of the expedition from north And this, dear reader, brings us to the end of
more original melody out of a fiddle than any to south around the globe.
the tale.
[THE END.)
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HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND-Containing over fiftj'ooOf the
latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anders~n,
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or sent_Post-patd.
upon receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey, Publtsher, 34 &
36 North Moore Street, New York. P. o: Box 2730.

HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS-Containing over one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with ehemicals. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated. Price 10 cents. For
sale by all newsdealers, or sent post-paid, upon receipt of price.
Address Frank Tousey, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street,
New York. P. 0. Box 2730.

HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over 300 interesting puzzles
and conundrums with key to same. A complete book. Fully
illustrated. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of the price. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey, Publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore St.,
New York. P. 0. Box 2730.

HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containin~ a large collection of instructive and highly amusing electriCal tricks, together with illustrations. By A. Anderson. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all news<!ealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of
the price. Aci.dres Frank Tousey, Publisher, 34 & 36 North
Moore St., New York. P. 0. Box 2730.

Ho\\r TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN. Containing a de~crip
tion of the lantern, together with its history a.nd invention. Also
full directions for its use and for painting_ slides. Handsomely
illustrated, by John Allen. Price 10 cents. For sale by all news·
dealers in the United States and Canada, or will be sent to your
address, postpaid, on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
Publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.
.

HOW. TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER. Containing useful
information regarding the Camera and how to work it; also how to
make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies.
Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W. Abney. Price 10
cents. For sale by 11ll newsdealers in the United States and Canada,
or will be sent to your address, postpaid, 9n receipt of price. Ad·
dressFrankTousey,Publisher,34&36 N. Moore St., N.Y. Box 2730.

HOW TO B~ A DETEOTIVE.-By Old King Brady, the world known
detective. In which he lays down some valuable and sensiblo rules
for beginnet·s, and also relates some adventures and experiences of
well-known detectives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers
in the United States and Canada, or sent to your adl!rllss, post-paid,
on reeeipt or the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 86
North Moore Street, New York'. Box 2730.

HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular
manner or sailing thE'm. By C. Stanfield Hicks. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent
to any address, postage free, on receipt ol price. Address Frank
T.ousey, publisher, 34 anj 36 North Moore Street, New York. Box
!1730.
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· HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
' USE OF
GIVING FULL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE

OU MB-BELLS, INDIAN CLUBS, PARALLEL BARS, HORIZONTAL BARS, AND
VARIOUS OTHER METHODS OF DEVELOPING A GOOD, HEALTHY
.
MUSCLE; CONTAINING . OVER SIXTY ILLUSTRATIONS.
- - - - - - - - - P R I C E T:£N CENTS.- - - -- - - -

Every boy can become strong aml ·healthy by following the instructions contained in this little book. For sale by every newsdealer In thE
United States and Canada, or we will send it to your address, free of postage, on receipt of the price. Address

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

3! and 36 North Moore Street, N.Y.

Box 2730.
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THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
I

I

Takes the Lea:d of all Boys' .P apers in the World,
BECAUSE IT CONTAINS THE BEST AND MOST ORIGINAL

TORIES ofTRAVELS and ADVENTURES in ALL PARTS oftheWORLD
GIVING EXPERIENCE IN LOW LIFE AS WELL AS IN THE PALACE •

.
Thrilling, Startling, and Wonderful are the Many Adventures Pictured out in our Paper every l
week. Our Illustrations are the Very Finest that Money Can Procure, and
w .i ll bear Comparison with any Weekly Paper Published.
We employ enly the Best Talent, as the following list of Prominent Authors will attest, who write exclusively for THE BOYS OF NEW YOOK.
.
.
Any statement to the contrary is utterly false.
•
.. !'ETER PAD."
GUS WILLIAMS,
P. T. RAYMOND,
U. S. DETECTIVE,
ltOBERT MAYNARD,

I

GASTON GARNE,
•
ALBERT J. BOOTH,
CORP. MORGAN RATTLER,
KIT CLYDE,
"ED,"
C. LITTLE,
·
J. G. BRADLEY,
J "NONAME,"
PAUL BRADDON,
POLICE CAPTAIN HOWARD,
AND MANY OTHERS.

G. G. SMALL,
'
.&LLYN DRAPER,
R. T. EMMET,
N. Y. DETECTIVE,
ROBERT LENNOX,

Subscription price, postage free, for one year, $2.50; for. six months, $1.25; for three months, 65 cents. For sale by all newsdealers~ tlae
United States and Canada. s-SAMPLE COPIES SENT FREE. "Q. Addtess
.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
Boz 2"J30.

.

34 and 38 North Moore Street, Jr.~.
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frapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun, Pric·e 10 Cents Per Copy. ·
No. 1.

N o . 15.

N o. 28.

Napoleon's Oraculnm and Dream Book.

HOW TO BECOlll E RIC.IJ.

n o w TO 'l'ELL FORTlTh"ES.

ThJB won'derfut book presents you with the example and
life experience of some of the most noted and wealtbymen
in the world, incl uding the seH-made men of our country.
The book is edited by ODA of the moat successful men of

Every one is desirous of knowing what his future Jifa wiU
bring forth, wheth er ban pi ness or misery, wen.1th or po"""

Onntainio~

the great oracle of human destiny; also the
• ~rl~1~r'~·s~~~~;~~6ru~!~o:~!~~~lg:a
~~i!;~esn~f C!~g:.thX c~~~
vtute book. Price 10 cents.
-No . 2.
5

I

the present. a-ge, whoa~ own example is in itself ~ide
enough for those who aspire to fame and money. The
book will give you tbe secret. Price 10 cents.

=~~be~~~~i~~~~~~~f.e~l g~6~~ 8o~nt~~r~~~~:. bot:il t~~~g;t!

unes of yeur frieqds. .Price 10 cents.

N o. 29.
\
N o , 16 .
HOW 'fO BECOME .A.N INVENTOR.
The grent book of magic and card trit.:ks, containing fuU
instruction of all the le111d ing card tricks or tl1e day, aiBo
HOW TO KEEP .A. WINDOW GARDEN. Every boy ebould know ho\v inventions originate. Thl1
tbe most popular rnaa-icttl illusion& a& performed by our ·
book explains t,bem R\1, giving examples in electricity, hr·
leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy, as it Containing full instructioBs for constructing & window draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, e~
garden either in town or coustry, and the most roproved etc.. 'l'he moet instructive book published. Price 10 cent.~.
wW.l both amuse and ins t ruct . Price 10 cenr.s.
methods for rai 14ing beautiful flowers at home.
e mos&
complete book of the kin.~ ever published. Price 0 cents.
No. 3 .
No. 30 .

JIOW TO DO TRICKS.

n o w TO l<'LIRT.
~ftYe a;~:.ndB~~?Je~ttg~~~~fo~sa!':e~~~ase~rha~~~~.:b\~~~
~aftiJflfsvtOf~ft:,sf~n;~~~~:natf~e~:fm~i~:a~~ofl~·J!r;~!t~j~~
ie interesttng to everybody, both old and young. You can·
DOt be happy wi tbout one. Price 10 ceilts.

N o . 4.
n o w TO D.A..~CE
Is the title of a. new and handsome litt le book just issued

~ll::ci~~~~~~f~~8tt~ti;oft!'!ib!lf:~~o~~s;~udc~~~!:u:~'h~~

to dre~ and full rlirechons for cal hog off in all popular
IQ.U&re ances. 'l'he price. is10 ceots.

.. HOW TO BECOME .A.N .A.TIILETE.

0

~ri~e~Yst!:s~ ~~sa~n~i~~~i~~~~ai~:s~ 0~~k:Sma~8J8'aft8~n'd4sm:f
e~~;~gm~t~rf!1~~~d :~\~ t~b~~~~'tg~~D~!~: ~~~ec~~~~~ i~ g~~~fAra~o~~s~ra8~1 ~o~be;;~o~ g!;~~ig;s by one of o·ur;moe'
9

qents.

No. 3 1.
No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

Containing fourteen illustratiens, giving the different po--

:~~hg~~~~~::~:::J>':,~:tbfe. arj,~~[ee~0 icne!k,~ most simple

:~~g~t1or:~~.i sirls~ c~:~~~~n: :~~~ ;~C:~k:~~· t~:dP,;P:~~
No. 32 .

HOW TO RIDE .A. BICYCLE.

No . 19.
FRANK TOUSEY ' S

Handsomely illustrated, and containing full directions fw

United States Distance 'fables, Pocket Com· ~i~hn;~:~ti~~~ 1 RFu:rr~t~~~~~ls~ Si~l~~S ~g~1 ~i~fS~~~~
a machine. Price 10 cents.
pauion and Guide.
Giving ltho official distance• on all tho railroads ot tho
United States and Oanada. Also, table of distances by
water to foreign ports, back fares in the principal citieal
0

Giving full instruction for the use of dumb-bells, Iniliall
clubs, parallel bars, horizontal bars and various othEl'
methods of developing a ~ood, heal th y mp.scle; co ntaini~
very boy can become stro ng a
over sixtt illustrati ons.
~:~~~o.Z. f~~l~~irf c!~t 8 ~nstructions contained in tbil

n ow TO BECOME .A. SP EAKER.

\

One or the brightest and mo.st vnl~able little books eVer·
~:iven to the world. Everybody wtehes to know bow to
becotne beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple, and almost cos tless. Read thts book and 'be con·
viuced how to become beautiful. Price 10 cellts.

n o W TO M.A.KE LOVE.I

N o .6.

One of tbe most instructive books on cooking ever pub-

Containing ful1 instruction in the art of dressing aud ap·

No. 5.
A. oom~leie guide to love co~rtship and marriage. givi.ng
eensib e advi ce, rules and ettquette to he observed, Wtt
many curious and interesting things not generally known.
Prtco 10 cants.

now TO COOK.

N o. 17 .

n OW '1'0 DRESS.

~~~~f:t~f~:£ b:~d~b6~k8 ~~bli~li"ekJ?gJ;i~~e1o ~e~~.mos
No . 2 0.

How

to Entertain a.n Evening Party.

No . 3 3.

"

n OW TO BEHAVE •
~:si!:;~i~~ ~~s~u~~~:~~3t~~:~~~~ro~o~gPs~;:r!~ ~g~;::J

advantage at partiAs, balls, the theater, church, and in the
drawing room. Price 10 cents.
N o. 34.

n o W TO. KEEP BIRDS.

A vary valuable little book just published. A. complete
compendium of games, sports, caTd-diversi.ons, comic
recreations, etc., suitnble for parlor or drawing-room entel'tainment. It contains more for the money than any
book published. PricoiO con to.

Handsomely illustrated, and contait.ing full instruct!ons
for the mat~ngem ent and training of the canary, mocktJ:!g•
bird, bobolink. blackbird, paroque\, parrot, etc., etc. Pnce
10 90nt8.
.

nOW TO HUN1' AND FISn.

No. 35.

Th• m oJt complete hunting and fi!hing guide ever publiehed. It contains full instructions about gut.s. bunting
fi~t~ ot;':~~!r:ES~s~.&n:r~~biO~e~.etber with descripe

n OW TO PL.A.Y GAMES.

No.7.

No. a .

nOW TO BECOME .A. SCIENTIST.
A useful and instructive book, giving a complete treatise
on chemistry; also, experiments iu acoustics, mechanics,
mathematics, chemistry, an<! directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This book cannot
be equaled. PricelO COJltB.
/

Dy Harry Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intellieent boy r eading t.bis book of instructions, by a 'bractical
xrofessor (deli&htiog multitudes every night with is wonerful imitations), can mn.st.er th e art·, and create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the greate•&
book e•er published, and there's millions (of fun) in it..
Price 10 cents.
No. 10.

I

HOW TO BOX .

:::r1e~~~tbft~~ee~i~~~~~~c~~~v !~~ ~rl~rb~~~~ {b"ee:~;~~

Qontaining all the leaSing conund r ums of t he day, amuelna
r!ddles, curious catches and ~it~y sayiugs. Price 10 cen te.
No. 37.

No.23.

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

It cont~fns i:tfo~mation for everybody, boys. Rirls, men
noW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.
and wom en i 1t w1ll teaoh you how to make alm ost a.nvtbioa
Everybody d reams, from the little child to the &god man around the house, JJuch as parlor ornaments, brAcket '
and woman • . '! 'his li ttle book gives the explanation to all oel!lents, reolian harps, and bird lime for catching bi rda.
Prtce 10 cents.

~n~d~ ~a~~~:~~& ~~:~~r~~:!}~b~u~~~k'~1 f~t!,~c\rri~:Y:o
oen~

'

HOW TO llECOlllE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.

MEN.

A wond erful book, containing ll&efut ·and practical information in tb e treatmen t of otdinary diseases and a.ilmenta
common to every family. Aboundintt in usefnl tmd effective recipes for general comvJaints Price 10 cent&

No.25.

now TO BECOME A GDl NAST.
Oo:ntain.ing full instructions for an ldnds of ~Amnastio
&l)ot·ts and at bletic exerci.ses. Embracing tbirtx- ve i11ustt'&Lions. .By Professor
A1acdouald . A han y and use..
ful book. Price 10 cents.

,V.

No. 12.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO I.ADIES.

Giving complete instructions for writin~ letters to ladies
on allsubtects; also, letters of introducLton, notes and requests.
rice 10 cents.

HOW.TO ROW, S.A.ll.. .A.ND ~Ull..D .A. BO.A.T.

No. 13.

Fully illustr&tsd. Every boy should know how to row and
sail a boat. Full instruc:ttone are given in this little book,
togetber with instructions on SWimming and riding, com· oanioo sports to boating. ~rice 10 cents.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
!~r~~ ~:k~a;~i~Tls:~~~t a~~ridWtgee:t:~~~ :~tit~ ~'&~:!~;
happiness in it .

No. 14.

HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

I

A comple1oe hand-book for making all kinds of candy, icecream, syrups, essences, etc., etc, Price 10 eente.

No.26.

No. 27.

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
'l'.A.'l 'IONS.
8

0

No. 38.

N o . 24:

Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
subjects; also giving sample letters for 1nstruction. Price
10 cents.

nOW TO WRI TE LOVE-LETTERS.
A most complete little book. containing full directions for
writing love-letters, and wben to use them; also giving
1pecimen letters ror both young a~d old. ' Price 10 cents.

now TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.

also giving all the codr and signals. 'J'he only authentic
explanation of second t.1ght. Price 10 cents .

fu~~:rr;ti ~nS:~f~~~er~ s~ hl!~: :~~·tb~6i~!~~~tgp~~~ri!~~r~ HOW TO WRITE LET'l'ERS TO GENTLE•
a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of these usefu l
No.' II.

A complete and useful lit tle book, coNtaining the rut..
and regulations of billiards, bagatelle. backgammon, oroquet, dolninoes, etc. Price 10 cent&
No. 3 6.

H eller' s second si,cbt exJ>In.ined by biB former assistant,

8

and instructive books. a.s it will teacll you how to box without an instructor. Price 10 cents.

Containing full Instruction for fencing and the use of the
broadsword: also jostrnction in archery . Described with
twenty-one p ractica l illustrations, gi ving the best positiODI
in fencing. A complete book. Price 10 cents.

No.22.

HOW TO DO SECOND ,S lGn T.
0

No.9.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.

0

No. 21.

HOW '1'0 FENCE.

1

g~~~rfnJfa'e~~~ fr0e :l'a ~~i,!c:~~ V!~k:ei~:3ei~~~ldi~)~~~

No. 39.

How

to Raise

Do~s,

Poultry, Pigeons· and
Rabbits.

A useful and Instructive book. Handoomely illuotratod.
By Ira Drofraw. Pride 10 oents.
No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE .AND SET TRAPS.
Including. bin~ on h~w to catch Moles. Weaeels. Otter.
Rats, Sq~.11rrel and Birds. Also how to .cure Skins. Oopiously 1llustratod. By J. Harrington Koone. l'rlco 11
cents.
No. 41.

The Boys of New York End Men's J oke Book.
Containing n great varieif of the latest jekos used by t he

mpst famo~s end men. . o amateur minstrels is complete
wnhout tbts wonderful httle book. Price10 cents.
No. 42.

Tlte Boys of New York Stump Speaker .

Oontainincf & varied &!sortment of Stump Speeches N~
pieces, together with ma.ny standard readings. P rice 10 Dutch an Iriob. Also End .Men's jokeo . Just t h'o tbm•
cents.
for h ome amusement and amateur shows. Price 10 centa.

F or sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt of the price, 10 cents. Ad·
dress

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.
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JAMES BOYS STORIES
BY D. W. STEVENS.

- - - - - Publish~d in

DETECTIVE LIBRJ{RY
Ea.ch Number Complete in Itself.

Price 10 Cents Each.

•

I

•

ifo.

No.
No.
5£2 Chasing the .James Boys; or, A Detective's 425 Thirty Days with the .James Boys; or, A Detect- 508 The .James Boys' League; or, Baftl.ed bT e. K&8fo
Dangerous Case.

MS The .James Boys and the Detectives.
l'i6 The .James Boys; or, The Bandit King's Last
Shot.
eli8 Sam Sixklller, the Cherokee Detechve; or, The
.James Boys' Most Dangerous Foe.
'" Old King Brady and the .James Boys,
by a New York Dett-.ctive
«$! 'l'he Man l!'rom Nowllfre and His Adventures
With the .James Boys. A Story of a Detective's Shrewdest Work.
The .James Boys as Guerrillas and the Train
Robbers.
·
~S Old Saddle-Bags, the Preacher Detective; or,
The .James Boys in a Fix.
The .James Boys in New York; or, Fighting
Old King Brady.
!82 The Double Shadow; or, The .James Boys Battled.
~ .Jesse James and Slroo; or, a Detective's Chase
fora Horse.
~ The .James Boys in Boston; or, Old King Brady
and the Car of Gold,
by aN. Y. Detective
~ The James Boys in Texas; or, A Detective's
T~ Adventures in the Lone Star State.
M The .Jan:fes Boys and the Vigilantes and the
.James Boys and the Ku Klux.
too The .James Boys a.nd Pinkerton; or, Frank and
Jesee as Detectives.
..00 The .James Boys Lost; or, The Detective's Curious Case.
~ .Jeese .James' Last Shot; or, Tracked by the
Ford Boys.
400 The Last of the Band; or, The Surrender of
Frrulk .Jalnes.
(1.0 The .James Boys Captured; or, A Young Detective's Thrilling ·chase.
'
;>IS The .James ~oys Tricked; or, A Detective's
Cunning Game.
ii19 The Ja.mesBoys in Mexico and the .James Boys
ln Calitornia.
; i,'n The J'ames Boys Aftoat; or, The Wild Adven1
tures ot 3 Detec~ve on the Mississippi.

m

ive's Wild Chase in Kentucky.
426 The .James Boys' Cave, and the james Boys a8
Train Wreckers.
428 The .James Boys at Bay; ·or, Sheriff Timberlake's Tri·u mph.
430 The .James Boys in Court and the James Boys'
Longest Chase.
<lSS After the .James Boys; or, Chased Through
Three States by Day and by Night.
<l38 The .Ja mes Boys in No Man's Land; or, The
Bandit King's Last Ride.
«2 Mysterious Ike; or, The Masked Unknown.
<1.46 The .James Boys in Minnesota, and the .James
Boys and Timberlake.
!l5S .Jesse .James' Pledge; or, The Bandit King's
Last Ride.
461 The .James Boys' Trip Around the World; ·o~,
Carl Greene, the Detective's Longest Chase.
46<1. The .James Boys in New Orleans; or, Wild Adventures in the South.
466 The Life and Death of Jesse Jame8 and Lives
of the Ford Boys.
467 Frank James, the Avenger, and His Surrender.
<1.70 The Man on tlie Black Horse; or, The James
l'loys' First Ride in MissourL
474 The James Boys in Deadwood; or, The Game
Pair of Dakota•
48! The James Boys' Blunder; or, The Fatal Mistake at Northfield.
491 Pinkerton's BoYj Detectives ; or, Trying to
Capture the James Boys.
492 Young Sleuth and the .James Boys; or,· The
Keen Detective in the West.
496 The James Boys on the Road; or, The Bandit
Kings tn \\New Field.
·
499 The James Boys Baffied; or, 4 Detective's
Game of Blu1f.
504 The .James Boys' Shadows; or, The Nemesis of
the Bandits.
505 The .James Boys ln the Saddle; or, The I1lghwaymen and the Haunted Mlll.
506 The James Boys' Band of Ten; er, The Bed
Light on the Blufl'.

Detective.
511 The james Boys in Arkansas; or, ~ ColllL
federate Gold.
512 Jesse James Avenged; or, The Death ('( Rob
Ford.
1
514 Quantrell's Old Guard; or, The James Boy>' lti
Missouri.
518 The James Boys' Knights of the Road; or, Tb'
. Masked Men of Missouri.
,
520 The .James Boys' Mistake; or, Carl Greene the
Detective's Clever Ruse.
522 Jesse · James, the Midnight Horseman; or, The
Silent Rider of the Ozark.
526 The James Boys in Danger; or, Carl Greene
the Detective's Cunning Scheme.
527 The James Boys'lsla.nd; or, Routed by a Ga.m41
Detective.
629 The James Boys' Boldesb Raid:' or, Foiled by ~
Brave Detective.
·
530 The James Boys Jailed; or, Carl Greene til~
De't ective's Clever Capture.
631 The James Boys' Signal Lights; or, The CaveM
of Mystery.
5SS The James Boys' Longest Run; or, Clmsed 11 f
Thousand Miles.
5M The James Boys' Last Flight; or, Carl Greene w
Greatest Victory.
535 The James Boys' Treasure Hunt: or, A ThirtJ
Days' Race With Detectives.
536 Tile James Boys Run to Earth; or, A ~tec1>
ive's Desperate Game.
538 The James Boys' Reckless Rald; or, Sheritt
Timberlake's Blind Trap.
539 The James Boys and the Dwarf 1 or, Carl
Greene's Midget Detective.
MO The James Boys' Ride For Life{ or, Chased Dr
Five DetectiveS.
5U The James Boys In a Trap; or, Carl Greene'l
N ea.tesb Trick.
M2 The James Boys' Fight For Millions; or, Cut
Greene the Detective's Richest Ca8e.
M3 The James Boys' Dead-Shot Legioo; or, TU
R11DJilng Filbt on the Border.

The above books are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your addreu,
•i}Ost-paid, on receipt of price. Address

TO USE~,
Box 2730.

Pu..blish.er,

34 and 38 North Moore Street_. New York.
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HOW TO DO PUZZLES.
C O NTAINING

Over 300 Interesting Puzzles and Conundrums With Key to
· Same. A Compl ete Book~ F ully Illustrated.
B Y A. ANDERSON.

P RICE 10 CENTS.

For sale by' all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of price.

~RANK

Box 2730.

Address

TOUSEY: Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.
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Latest Issues
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J,atest Issues of the

EUMIITJI]LtBRARY. fraQk Reade Library YOUNG ..~:~~~....~l~RARY.
_...

No.

·-;-1

·

By "NON A:MEl'
No.

18 Three Jacks; or, 'l'he Wanderings of a Waif,
by Tom reaSer
Pri~e 5 Cents.
32 Young Sleuth's San Francisco Deal: or, The Keen D.,_
19 ShorLy Juniorj or, Tbe Son of hJ.s Dad,
by Peter Pad
tective in Ca.tifornia.
20 Mulligan's Boy.
by Tom Teaser
S3 Young SJeuth's Denver Divide: or, For Half a. Great
21 The Hazers of Hustle ton; or. The Imps ot the
No.
Reward.
Academy.
by Sam Smiley 32 Frank Reade, Jr .. With H~ Air-Ship in Africa.
34 Yoi~~~~~~:ft.and tb• Lady Ferret: or, The Gi~l Detec_t22 Shorty J umor on His Ear; or, Always on a Raclcet,
33 .Frauk Reade, Jr.'s"' Sea Serpent;" or. The Search for 35 Young Sleuth's Cincinnati Search; or, Working a
Sunken Gold.
Stran;.;e Clew.
.
23 Jim dame; or, Jack of All Trades,
b:~·!.:;~re~s~~
24 11om my Dodd: or, Bounced Everywhere, by Peter Pad 34 Across the Continent on Winas: or, Frack Reade, Jr.'s 36 Young :::H euth's Great Circus Case; or, Bareback l:HH'e
Greatest FJiebL.
.
Last Act.
8
~~ ~~ci::Y~i~J tt"e:b~~~~~~;:~1~~fr~~tGreat tfn~:;h~d~iley 35 Fra.nk H.eade, Jr., Exploring Mexico in His New Air- 37 Young Sleutll in New Orleans; or, The Keen Detective't9
Ship.
Quick Catch,
'J:I Nip nnd F lip; or, Two of a Kind,
b b~·!.:;tp-e~s~~ 36 Fighting the Slave Hunters ; or, Frank Reade, Jr., in 38 Young :Sleuth's $100.000 Game; or, Monte Carlo in New
Central Afl'ica.
·
York.
. 28 Not a Oe nt; art Across the Continent on ~tnd,
39 Young Sleuth'ij St. LouiR Capture; or, Spreading s
by Sam Smiley 37 rhe Electric Man; or, Frank Reade. Jr., in Austrnlia.
38 'l'be Electric Horse; or. Frank Rende. Jr., and H1s }1~a.Double Net.
29 London Bob; or, An IL"nglish Boy in America,
ther in Search of the Lost 'l'reasure of the Pen1vians. 40 Youtu.~ b1eutll at the 'World 's Fair; or. Piping a :Mystery
by Tom 1'easer
of Uhicago.
.
SO Ebenezer Crow.
.
by Peter Pad 39 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric 'l 'eam ; or, In ~earch
a
Missing
.
L
\.lan.
41
Young
Sleuth's Pittsburgh Discovery ; or, 'J'be Keen
of
31 Bob Short: or, One of Our Boys,
by Sam Smiley
4.0 Around the World Under Water; or, 'l' he Wonderful
Detective's Insuran ce Case.
~ ~h~:t; i~"j:~r~hYJfof:li~Dv:J, Suspected, byb~·~X:t;reps:J
Cruise of a :Submnrine lloat.
42 Youcg Sleuth noli tbe King of Crooks; or,l'.l'racking
Down the Worst l\o1an in ~ew \'ark.
34 Stutteti·og :Sam,
by Peter Pad 41 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Obase 'J'br01.:.~b the Clouds.
4.2 Frank Reade, Jr.'s :Senrch for aSunJ,en Ship; or, Work- 43 Young Sleuth in the "Lava Beds" of New York ; or,
ing for the Government..
Tbe TenderJoin·District by Night.
~ '/i?1"ct~~~:!af J;~~:.;;~':,~?i~e~?:l1:ittle V'o~.~~r Pad
(!
by Tom Teaser 43 Lost. in Che TJiind of Fire; or, Across the Pampas in the 44 Young Sleuth and t.be Bunco Sharus; or, 'l'he Keen DeElectric Turret.
tect1ve's WinninJZ' Hand .
37 Tommy Bounce, Jr.: or, A Ohip of the Old Block,
by Peter Pud 44 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Queen Clipper of the OJouds, 45 )' oung SJeuth and the Bryant Park llystery or, 'J ' h 6:
Part I.
Queen of the Queer in New York.
38 Twins: or, Which Was tbe Other?
by S '-tn Smiley
.
39 Bob Ro1Jiok; or, Wba c. \Vas He Born For? by Peter Pad 4.5 Frank Reade, Jr., a.nd His Queen CJipper of the Clouds, 46 A 60to 1 Shot; or, Youn,e;t f:iteuth as a Jockey.
Part II.
·
47 Voung S leuth and tbe Ex'jjress Robbers ; or, FerretinK
40 'I:he Shortys l\.1!1.rried a.nd Settled Down, by Pet.er .Pll.d
Out a Mystery of t.hA Railway.
'P.ommy Bounce, Jr., in Oollege,
by Peter Pad 46 Six Weeks in thA Great 'Vhirlpool; or, Stfn.nge Ad'\"ent.
..
48 Woo by a. ~eck; or, Yolin,e;t Sleuth's Best Race.
-· ures in a Submarine Bqat.
t2 The Shortys Ont for Fun,
by Peter Pall
47 It rank Red.<te, Jr .• nnd H1s l\1on1tor of the Atr; or,
49 A Strai~llt 1'ip; or, Young :Sleutll at the AmerJean
43 !:lilly Bakkus, t!Je Boy With the Big Month,
Helping a Friend in Need,
Derby.
by Commodvre Ab-J.ook
~t Lon~ Odds; or, Yount?: Sleuth's Lightning Finish.
U "Whiskers;'' or. One Year's Fun at Bell top Academy, 4,8 ~rank Reade, Jr~ ,.J"~x~ l o~ing a ¥-iver of 1\.:ls~terJ.-:.
by Sam Smiley 49 Fr:f~ ~~:r~;;p ~~ t e Sea of Sand, and H1s Dtscovery 51 \ oT~!ci~~~t~t~~ ~ t!J~.,~~~ayt :f~JJB~~r;:;.s~Ji~e:." or.
1 8
1
45 'l'he Shortys Out lfishing,
by Peter Pad
46 'l'he Shortys Out Gunnin.cr,
by Peter Pad
~~:~tdifeid~~sJt~~ a.~l'iJ.btii~;ttTecT~~ f~~~~~~i~; ~~:~·bee 52 Yod:r~:lB~~Yn~nib~b~~~:~~ House Mystery; or, Mnrn Bob Rollick, the Yn.ukee Notion Drummer,
0
53
YoRivge~!J~b~~v?s0~:d ~g: If~~:rn~i!cii~e:ork; or, The
&8 Sa.ss:v Sa.m; or.•A Bootl>la.ck's -voyage Ar:Jn~ettebePad 52 Fr~;~aft!~J:.nj~~. ~~nd lfi~hGr!J~~~~ci of the Air; or,
'Vorld.
by Ool1lmodore Ah Look 53 Ilr~~ne ~~r:~: to;le~hgr~fF~:;~ifl~!d<:,oJ~: 's Strange Sub- 64 Yo~~~gs~~d~~t.·~t)ga.~ke~~~terious Doctor; or, A Medi49 'fbe Shortys' Farming,
by Peter P1ld
55
50 Muidooc's Night School,
by 'f o· n Teaser
54 'l'hr:M~~:i:.B~!~d·: or. Frank Read e, Jr., and His OverYoi{~~n ~~~!gtiv~~s ~i~l ~:~~:.ank Breakers; or, 'fhe
51 Dacdy Dick-, the Doctor's Son: or, 'l'be Villlute
land Sta.R"e Upon the Staked Plains.
56 Youn~ Sleuth·e Flash Light; or, The Dn.rk Ml·stery of a
Terror,
by l'om 'J' easer .
55 FrankRea.de,Jr .• in the intheFar,Vest;or,'l'beSen.rch
W~ddingEve.
62 Sassy SaqSumner. A Sequel to" Sassy Sam ."
by Commodore Ah-Look
56 Fr!~rk a.~~~:~·~~~ l\Uir~; His Air Ship in Asia.; or, A 57 Yo.Ac:li~i:e~;bo~~~ett~~~~der in the State-Room; or.
53 The Jolly 'travelers.; or, Around the W'Orld for Fun,
by Peter Pad
Flight Aero•• the Steppes.
.
58 YouRg Sleuth's Long Trail; or, The Keen Detectiv&
Aftet· the Jam es Boys .
54 'l'be :Sbortys in the Wild West,
by Peter Pad 57 Frank Rende, Jr .. and His .1\ew Torpedo Boat; or, At '
War With the Braziliah Rebels.
59 Young ~1eutb's Terrible Dllemrua; or..-()ne Vhnnce in
55 Aluldoon, the Sport,
by Tom 'feaser
5R Frank Reade. Jr .• and Hi e Electric Con.oh : or, 'fhe
One Hundred .
56 Oheeky and Ohipper; or, 'l 'hrough Thick a.nd 'l'hin, ·
Search for the Isle of Diamonds. Part I .
68 Youn~ Sleuth and tQe- Murder at the .Masked Ball; or,.
by Oo nunodor.e Ah-Look
0
9
59
5'1' T\Vo Hard Nuts; or, A Term Of Fun at Dr. CrackFrS~~t·c~~~~~hff;;lea.6fdnf!!~o~~~~tri~a~{ J~J~b: or, The 61 Yo~~~ht~Jlut\~~sLBi;u8~~t;~~t~ ~~~ 81~~n~~ Out the
Am's Academy,
by Sltm Smiley
58 The Mhortys• Country Store,
by P eter 1::'-ad 60
Fr~~r11~~dlo/tb'e au~ P~!t,agnetic tlun-Oarriage; or, 62 Yo~~~~~~~t~ai~r;l~;:d; or, 'I' he }'alse Detective'&· vn...
59 Muldoon's Vacation.
by 'l'om Teaser
61 Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Ice Boat; or, Lost in the
Ja.iny.
~ i:;~: ~:wJ:r~~~:;eG~'t Left,
byb~,cf~tt~!:~~
Land or Orhnson Snow. P11rt I.
63 Young Sleuth's Terrible Test; or, Won at the Risk of
Life.
62 Joseph Jump and His Old Blind Nng,
by Peter Pad -62 Frank Reade .Tr.'s Electric Ice Boat; or; Lost in the
La.nd of Crimson Sno.v. Pn.rt IT.
64 Younj;!! SleutlJ and the Man With the Diamond Eye.
53 'l'wo in a Box; or. The Long and Short of It.
by Tom Teasdr
63 FrC~~!dai;o~~d tt:::C:~t!i~i~l~e ~~J.~~~e Clouds: or, ~ ~~~~: ~~=~~~'~fJ~~tei.ino~;-; !~~~i~~in~n~~~:Ji:~i~~i~::
64 The Sborty Kids; or, 'fhree Chips of l'hree Old
Blocks,
by Peter Pad 64 Frank Reade, Jr.'B EJectr1c Oyclone ; or, Thrilling Ad- 67 Young Sleuth's Lust Dodge ; or, '!'he Keen D etective'&
ventures in No :Ah.n's Land. 1:'1trt I.
Greatest Ru~e.
65 .M ike McGuinness; or, Traveli n&: for Pleasure.
by 'l'om •rea.ser 65 Frank Reade ••Tr.'s Electric Cyclone; or, 'J'brilling Ad- 68 Young Slentb n11d the ¥em ale Smuggler; or, Working
'
ventures in No Man's Lanci. Part. II.
For •· Un cle Sum. ·•
·
~
~~~~~:'.19:i~=:tg~s..\nea~~\Vo Worst Bo~~ r:~~ePad 66 The Sunken Pirate; or. Frank Reade, .Jr., in Search of 69 Yonng Sleuth 's Lightning Changes; or, Tbe Gold Brick
a 'l' reasure at the Bottom of the Sea.
Gao~ 'l'aken In.
•
68 Ni;':ti{~dNip, the Imp of the School,
~~ ~~: ~~:~~~ 67 Frank Reade, Jr.. and His Electric Ah··Boat; or, Huct- 70 Young Sleuth and the Owls of Owl Mountain; or. The
in13,Wild Beasts for a Circus.
Ghosts nf Blue Ri..i l:!e Tavern.
69 Sam Spry. the New York Drummer; or, Business
10 }.{u~J~~r: b~ta'V~:t.
b b~L~::ttre~~~~ 68 TbCow~g:s ~~tng~i~~::~aJtfecY:i~db·a~;~n~monl! the 71 YoB~s~ ~~~~~~b~~~t Round; or, The Keen Detective' a
71 'l,bose Quiet '1'wins,
by Peter Pad 69 From Zon&to Zone ; or, The Wonderful Trip of Frank 72 Young ~Iauth's Sharps; or, Sharp Work Among Sharp
.Rftade, Jr ., With His Latest Air-Ship.
CroQks.
72 Muldoon, the Ftreman,
by 'fom 'i'easer
7b Frn.nk Reade, Jr., a nd His .B.Jectric Prairie Schooner; 73 Young Sleuth's:Seven Signs; or, 1'he Keen Detective'&
73 A .Rolling :Stone; or. Jack R eady's Life of Fun.
by Peter Pad
71 Fr~;k ~~~j~~~:~~~e~i~aEt!~~~i~ Jr~\~~~~f the Lakes; 74 Yo"'i::~k~fe~·t{;nOn the Stage; or, An Act Not on tllto
74 An Old Boy; or, Maloney After Education,
or. A Journey Through Africa by Water.
Bills.
.
by Tom Teaser
75 Tumbling Tim; or, Traveling With a Circus,
72 Ar~~~nt.!!r~fthoi'ii:~~ ~~~:ioJW'a.~~~~ng the Ivory 75 YoC~nS~~uth at Monte Carlo; or, The 'Crime of the
by Peter Pad
73 Six Weeks in the 01ouds: or, Fra.nk Reade. Jr.'s Air.. 76 Young Stenth and the :Man with the ~l'attooed .Arm; or,
{~ ~~glfR~~~;,r~~:o"o~t~~r~g:,t.
•
bbi~~t~~e~~d
Ship. the Thunderbolt of the Skies.
·
Tracking Missinf> Millions.
·
0
~g s~~~~~~ k, \~~ ~~t~1!:~~i-, An1wbere fo~ ~yu~~m Teaser 74 FrQ ~~ei~d~~·b1:t;s.ri;;.tric Air Racer; or, Around the 77 Yo1~:~.~~:~~i~: Sc~~~i~hn Oity; or, Waltzing Wil ..
78 Young Sleuth in Siberia; or, Saving a Young American
by Peter Pad 75 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Flying Ice ..Ship; or,
Driven Adrift in the ]'l'ozen Sky.
from the ,,rison Mines. ·
SO The Deacon's Son; or, 'l'he Imp of the Villasre.
76 Frank Reade, Jr .. and His Electric Sea. Engine; or,
79 Young Sleuth Almost Knocked Out; or, Nell Blondin'&
0
81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out With a Hew ~l ~0;:_arer
Desperate Ga.me.
HuuliniZ for a Sunl{en Diamond Min e.
bina.tion,
by Peter Pad 77 Frank Reade, Jr, ExplorinR a SubmarJJ,ine 1\lountuin; 80 Young Sleuth and Billy the Kid Number Two; or, TbeJ
or, LosL at the 'Bottom of 'the Sea.
.liidden Ranch of the Panhandle.
82 'fhe Funny Four,
by Peter Pad ,

•1

150
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All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the Uniteq States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on receipt
of price. Address
·
.

P. 0. Boi 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY Publisher 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

